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Swan song
swan-song n. [after German schwanen(ge)sang,
schwanenlied] a song like that fabled to be sung by
a dying swan; the last work of a poet or musician,
composed shortly before his death; hence, any
final performance, action, or effort.
First used by Thomas Carlyle in Sartor Resartus
(1834).
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Although I am hopefully not writing these lines
shortly before my death – though, one never knows,
the exam period is coming – just as the definition
indicates, this is my final piece as editor-in-chief of
the Re:Views Magazine. I was there when the first
issue hatched two years ago and now I am proudly
passing the signet to Blanka Šustrová, who will take
care of the fledgeling and watch it grow.
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Artificial Swearing

Artificial Swear Words

How Can We Swear Without Swearing?
By Pavel Peléšek

Many children worldwide have been told to “stop watching that filth!” by their parents after a dirty word has been
uttered on screen. Many times a writer has received the draft of their new novel back from the publishers riddled
with censorship notes whenever a character decided to speak their mind about a particularly nasty situation.
There is, however a certain creative way to overcome this problem and that is to adapt.
When one hears the word “adaptation”, the first
thing that comes to mind is a conversion of one
art form into another. Books, for example have
been adapted to stage plays for centuries, as
movies for decades and as videogames for years.
But there is another aspect of adaptation: we can
adapt to overcome certain difficulties. And in the
works mentioned above, one such difficulty can
be censorship.
With humankind’s technological development
also came the growing ease of producing literary
and later audio-visual works. Thus arose the need

Foul language can be found in ancient
texts as old as the Old Testament of the
Bible.
to widely monitor and enforce a certain purity
of language. Censorship institutions such as the
Federal Communications Commission and the
British Broadcasting Standards Commission were
established to focus their efforts on the prevention
of “malicious” content in all imaginable forms
and types. Ideological, political, moral, and other
types of offences are frequently found in works of
authors that let their imagination loose and speak
their minds freely, and one of the most common
examples is so called “foul” language.
Foul language, profanity, curse words, swear words
– these are just some of the names of one of the
oldest stains on the reputation of literature as

seen by sensitive readers or viewers. They can be
found in ancient texts as old as the Old Testament
of the Bible (2 Kings 18:27) and have never quite
left literature alone for long. One of the reasons
is, of course, that profane language surrounds us
everywhere and makes it easier and more effective
to convey strong emotions. It makes the language
feel more “alive”.
And it is for this reason that many authors have
tried to reconcile two antagonistic principles: to
make the language of their works more alive while
doing their best not to incur the wrath of the allseeing censors. Historically, one of the most creative
ways to achieve this was to conceal the profanity of
one’s profanities. The writers smuggled their foul
language, disguised as harmless new words, thus
creating their own ways to swear.
This process of creation of new swear words gained
most of its popularity among authors of fantasy and
science-fiction. The fantastic worlds they created
needed to be supported by a host of plausible
details that help readers or the audience feel that
the world they are reading about or watching in
a film or a game is real and vivid. Firstly, people
are more inclined to relate to characters that have
flaws similar to ours, therefore outbursts of negative
emotion further amplified by a hefty swear word or
two certainly help to drive the point home.
Secondly, this new phenomenon is also frequently
used to convey the feeling of exotic lands, cultures
and languages. A community isolated from our
society and influences might have developed
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differently from ours. In future, the changes in
political balance might usher in a new amalgamation
of cultures and fantastic worlds completely distinct
from the reality we live in. All of these will have
different cultural and linguistic aspects that govern
not only the language in general, but also swearing
in particular.
Swearing is, in fact, very culturally dependent. Even
in our own boring and non-fantastic world we can
see large differences between how people swear.
Take, for example, Finland and Italy. According
to an article from Guardian published on July 12,
2006, Italians are very fond of their family and
parents, thus their prevalent way of insulting one’s
kin is to insult their mother. Finland is culturally
very distinct and its foul language prefers to rely
on mythology and religion, especially the Devil.
This, however, does not mean Finns would abstain
from insulting other Finn’s mother: one particularly
popular and very Finnish foul phrase claims that
one’s mother copulates with reindeer.
In this reciprocal relationship it is this cultural
dependency of swearing that, combined with
the fact that the particular culture is exotic to
us, provides the causal base for the existence of
exotic new ways of being profane. In other words,
a fictional world explains the existence of fictional
swear words, while the profanities augment the
fictional world’s credibility.

What are the possibilities?
These artificial swear words can take on many
forms. They can be words entirely unknown
before, created solely for the occasion of the
newly emerging storyline. They could be formerly
innocent words used in a foul context or fictional
realities of that particular story, such as mythology
and creatures living there. Some authors go to such
lengths of taking foreign language swear words
or combine this approach with the first one and
create an entirely new fictional language. And then
they swear in it. Thus the censors lose their ground,
because these new words cannot insult the readers
for the very simple reason of not being classified
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as offensive.
The first and most popular category among both
authors and the fans of their work is the creation
of entirely new words, also known as coinage.
This approach aims for words that mimic the real
world profanities we know now, both in form and
in meaning. Form usually follows the pattern of
so-called “four-letter words”, which implies that
many contemporary swear words are made of four
letters and pronounced as a single syllable. This
brevity is then combined with consonants such as
k, r, or sh that give the resulting curse the proper
force. Meaning usually refers to sexual behaviour,
bowel movement, or intelligence.
Two most popular artificial swear words were
conceived this way: “Frak” introduced in Glen A.
Larson’s 1978 television series Battlestar Galactica
and popularised in its 2004 reboot of the same
name created by Ronald D. Moore; and “Smeg”
and by extension “Smeghead”, that originated in
the famous 1988 British sitcom Red Dwarf by Rob
Grant and Doug Naylor. The first of the two is a
clear attempt to mimic the form and meaning of
the real-world “fuck”, the second, as the creators
stated in an interview published as a bonus material
on their DVD, that they only “wanted to invent
a futuristic curse word which had the right sort
of consonant and vowel arrangement to make it
sound like a genuine . . . curse word” (1997, Six of
the Best).
Another science fiction series, Henson and O’Brian’s
Farscape from 1999, has taken this approach to
the extreme and has given birth to several dozens
of such new coinages, ranging in meaning from
four-letter words, intimate body parts, religion,
unpleasant alien fauna and many others. Many of
these, however, were mentioned only once or twice
over the entire course of the series due to their
overwhelming number.
Another approach, albeit a less frequent one, is a
shift in connotation. It involves taking an existing
word usually used in a neutral (or sometimes even
positive) connotation and using it profanely. This
has been seen mainly in Joss Whedon’s series Firefly
where the outlaws often use “Rut” (or “Rutting”)
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and “Hump” in place of the more common and
much more frowned-upon “fuck” and other its
variants. While the two words are mostly synonyms
of “fuck” in the real world, the creators of the series
innovated their use to include phrases normally
limited to the latter swear word, such as “If they
find us at all we‘re humped!” spoken in episode 1.
This way the characters speak their mind clearly,
but at the same time they do not use the prohibited
swear word.
A second major option the authors often resort
to is mimicking the religious and cultural taboos
that often exist in our own world. Names of
religious figures, deities, and demons, or socially
stigmatised names are often employed here with
the intent of providing the reader or viewer with
a deeper immersion into the details of the specific
culture.
One of the most popular uses of these culturally
specific terms in modern literature can be seen in
Joanne Rowling’s Harry Potter series. Here wizards
not born into a family of exclusively wizards and
witches are taunted as “Mudbloods”, and those who
sympathise with them or even with non-wizarding
ordinary people are referred to as “Muggle-Lovers”
and “Blood Traitors”. Another notable use is in the
previously mentioned reboot of Battlestar Galactica,
where the human crew of the ship derogatively
calls their mechanical enemies “Toasters”. The
exclamation “Frakking Toasters!” has become
sort of a symbol of the series. Religious use can be
exemplified in the world of The Witcher created
by Andrzej Sapkowski and famously adapted
as video games by the polish developer of CD
Projekt RED. Many characters there curse rather
creatively using the name of the goddess Melitelé
and accompanying it with various private parts of
her body or wardrobe.
Loanwords from other languages, as well as
entire language systems invented specifically for
the use in that particular universe, constitute the
third major group. Here the characters do swear
using acknowledged swear words. Those are,
however, generally not spoken in the country of
the work’s origin. One such example is the ample
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use of Chinese in the previously mentioned series
Firefly. In its universe, apart from old American
West, Chinese is one of the predominant cultures
in the amalgamated society. For this reason, the
characters often resort to Mandarin Chinese and
Cantonese in order to convey their disappointment
at the disagreement between them and the person
at the other end of the drawn gun.
Another example is Czech that has been used in
the series Stargate Atlantis created by Brad Wright
and Robert C. Cooper. One of its characters,
a theoretical physicist of Czech origin Radek
Zelenka, resorts to his mother tongue’s supply of
foul language at numerous occasions when he is
slighted by his self-centred colleague or when he
is forced to suffer pain and discomfort in order to
carry out a crucial task.
As was the case with Farscape and its many
coinages, this group has also seen its share of
extremes, for example in the novel A Clockwork
Orange by Anthony Burgess. In order to
appropriately express the rebellion of the young
protagonist and his generation, Burgess invented
his own slang of loanwords, semi-translations and
mangled transliterations from Russian, adorned
by Cockney rhyming slang. Since the characters
frequently indulge in violence, destruction, drug
abuse, and other illegal activities, the whole slang
san be considered a taboo of sorts owing to its very
negative connotation.
While the previous approaches were conceived
with the intent of avoiding censorship and giving a
fantastic world the proper feeling of vividness, the
following approach is different. The author uses
it not merely for those two reasons, but mainly
to entertain those who read or see his work. The
method of choice is the semantic shift, which
would usually change the meaning of a word
from neutral towards profanity in order to convey
proper strong emotions. There are, however, two
cases when this principle is used in one direction
or the other in order to provoke laughter.
One such case can be seen in the American edition
of Life, The Universe, and Everything from The
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Hitchhiker’s Guide to the Galaxy series by Douglas
Adams. During the process of evaluation, the
censors strictly rejected his use of three of the
well-known real world swear words in his book, so
he replaced them with his own words “Swut” and
“Kneebiter”, and the seemingly innocent name of a
European country – “Belgium”. The first two were
used in accordance with their category, but the
latter was implemented as the most unspeakably
rude word in the Galaxy. The writer even went as
far as to add a whole paragraph about the word’s
status in the universe, clearly mocking the censors
(Adams 159-160).
The second entertaining use of a semantic shift
can be seen in Terry Pratchett’s Discworld novel
called Raising Steam. One of the characters of the
book threatens to have his visitor thrown down the
“Effing stairs” should he dare to waste his time.
This would in other contexts immediately invoke
the concept of the f-word and catch the scornful
eye of censors, but the author hurries to deliver the
point of his joke in one of the famous footnotes
that intersperse his books: The stairs are made
of a special sort of wood that grows in the Effing
Forest. This way not only is he not profane, but he
also boasts about his well-furnished homestead.
The phenomenon of the creation of artificial
swear words is far from limited to the examples
mentioned here. It can, however, be seen that it
is both a fruitful and viable method of adaptation
against the threat of censorship. It can not only
lead to a smooth publishing process, but also
contribute to the overall exotic atmosphere and
the feeling of a living world that so many authors
of fictional worlds strive for.
With the oldest examples dating decades back to
the 1970s, it is clearly a long-lasting approach that
continues to provide the fans of science-fiction,
fantasy and other genres with more and more
interesting material and food for thought should
they attempt to decipher its origins. Artificial
swear words thus contribute to the fullness of
experience for readers, viewers and videogame
players worldwide.

This article is based on the author’s bachelor thesis
“Artificial Taboo Words in Contemporary English
Fiction” elaborated at Masaryk University in 2015.
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Adaptation is characteristic of
everything – of all life, all disciplines
and all media
Interview with Kamilla Elliott
By Blanka Šustrová

It would not be an exaggeration to claim that all of us have experienced some type of adaptation during our
lifetime already. People often go to the cinema to watch movies based on their favourite books, play games based
on their favourite movies and then read books based on the games. Adaptation is an organic process of information
modification, of text shaping and media exploration. But what it is, exactly? Why it is good to stay unfaithful to
the source material? And why is interdisciplinarity so important today? Professor Kamilla Elliott, a leading scholar
in the field of adaptation studies, was kind enough to provide answers for all these questions and many more!

Pietro Jeng, pexels.com, CC0 1.0
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How did you get into studying film adaptations?
I was thinking about what to do for my PhD thesis
as we had to come up with something original.
Back then I was at the Harvard University English
Literature Department, and I had a very inspirational
teacher who asked us to write ten pages of criticism
on one paragraph from Thomas Hardy. This seemed
very daunting, she said it does not have to connect,
it does not have to cohere, she said, you just need to
show that you can study literature in depth.
I had studied film for a year as an MA, and it struck
me, reading a passage of Thomas Hardy, how much
the description of the character followed the film
patterns of mid shot, long shot, close up, pan shot,
and so on. And then I decided that the relationship
between film and Victorian literature would be a
very interesting project.
How does film adapt Victorian literature?
There are two ways in which film adapts the Victorian
novel. First of all, film carries on traditions that were
started in the Victorian novel, traditions of narrative,
character type and the social function in society that
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the novel has, has largely been taken over by film,
so there are important continuities in the history of
narrative fiction.
If you go back to oral poetry, you can trace the rise of
Renaissance drama, the rise of fiction in the 18th and
19th centuries and so on. It is a part of the evolution of
English literature, or any nation‘s literature. Film has
taken up many of literature’s tropes, traditions and
narrative structures. So that is an important cultural
and also aesthetic narrative genre, media topic. But
there is no other body of literature that has been
so often adapted to film as the Victorian novel. We
do have more Shakespeare adaptations than of any
other individual author, but he is the only playwright
in his period, or any period, that has been adapted
that much. Just look at how many films there have
been of even something like A Christmas Carol well
over a hundred.
In the 19th century the novel was frequently adapted
for the theatre, sometimes even before the novel
was finished in serialisation – some early films are
actually recordings of those theatrical adaptations.
Many of the theatrical adaptations then evolved into
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radio dramas, which then evolved into television
serialisation. If your interest is in narrative, there
are strong continuities between literature and film
that inform each other.
Film and fiction fed each other between the two
world wars. Writers were looking at film and adopting
filmic techniques in their writing, like shifting points
of view, but also filmmakers were using literature to
develop their art, so there was a vital exchange there.
Therefore if you study them separately, you miss
out on a great deal of information about each. The
book I wrote and published in 2003 (Rethinking the
Novel/Film Debate) talks about how much is missing
from literary study and how much is missing from
film study by an artificial separation of those two
disciplines. Literature tends to think of itself as a
verbal art; film tends to think of itself as an image
art, and it neglects its words, screenplays, dialogues,
credits, titles and so on. But literature used to be
copiously illustrated for adults, and there were all
kinds of exciting interchanges between illustrations
and texts, conflicts and collaborations, and film is full
of words in various forms. So these are really rich,
hybrid forms and setting them in dialogue brings a
great deal of new information to both disciplines.
Why did the notion of hybrid forms disappear?
Because of medium specificity theory, which also
created the separate academic departments in which
we now study. Modernists revived Lessing‘s theory
of medium specificity that was developed in the 18th
century to separate poetry from painting. During the
Victorian period there was a lot of mixing of the arts
and breaking down of those separate species. But
with Modernism, as scholars were trying to carve
out academic territory, they opposed illustrations
in literature, while there were lots of scholars and
filmmakers pressing to get rid of words, to get rid
of language in film.
To have a pure form?
To have a pure form but also not to be dependent
on or contaminated by literature. And yet as I
mentioned at the beginning, these techniques of
description where you start with the full body and
Laura Lee Moreau, pexels.com, CC0 1.0

then you go to a half body and into the face and
maybe into an eye – these are imagistic techniques
from literature, such as Hardy’s writing. So the idea
of a pure image art with no literary antecedents is
artificial and incorrect. A lot of film history books
and film aesthetic books are very inaccurate when
it comes to their treatment of language and words.
There is an ongoing movement to try and minimize

Academia is in danger of becoming
obsolete and irrelevant if it does not
engage with adaptation and media
interdisciplinarity because we will have
nothing relevant to say to culture.
text in film, and also images in literature. But if you
look at other disciplines like the sciences or the
social sciences, there is a much stronger embrace
of interdisciplinarity, and actually a lot of theories
that are applied in literary and film studies encourage
interdisciplinarity, so that philosophy, history and
psychology inform literature and film. So too do
other media. And yet within the humanities there
is still this very sharp separation based in theories
of medium specificity.
Do you think it is gradually getting better, or should
we work on connecting those? Do you feel that there
is a movement towards the interdisciplinarity? And
why are the humanities trying to have separate boxes?
I think that this is a longstanding ancient battle
between words and images that goes back thousands
of years. Higher value has been accorded to words
over images, particularly in the West. There are all
kinds of religious, scientific and political ideologies,
philosophies fueling this, so there is a lot at stake
in challenging it. And it really strikes me when we
come back to adaptation. Adaptation is characteristic
of everything, it is characteristic of all life, all
disciplines, all media. And yet the humanities cling to
pre-Darwinian theories supporting original creation
and opposing adaptation as if they were religious,
conservative theologians. They cling to this theory of
separate species and this belief that the arts cannot
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or should not mix, that they are best kept separate,
pure, individually created. And I think that now, in
the days of digital media, you will almost never get a
pure text anymore, nor a pure image, so this clinging
is increasingly unhelpful to understanding media
generally as well as literature and film specifically. In
addition, there are music and movement and sound
effects in media and we are starting now to use our
fingers and touch more to access media via apps
and touch screens. Therefore I think that academia
is in danger of becoming obsolete and irrelevant
if it does not engage with adaptation and media
interdisciplinarity because we will have nothing
relevant to say to culture.
We should break the walls down.
Well I think they have been broken down already but
the question is, are scholars going to acknowledge and
accept that, and are they going to try and understand
it and explain it and have some kind of influence
in society? If people stay in their separate spheres,
they are going to end up eventually just talking to
themselves, and there will not be anybody outside
who has any interest in hearing what they have to
say. This is already a danger in the humanities. I
think that scholars could have a very important role
in helping us to understand new media, and I think
that the prejudice is not just medium specificity

If people stay in their separate spheres,
they are going to end up eventually just
talking to themselves, and there will not
be anybody outside who has any interest
in hearing what they have to say.
theory, but also a kind of pseudo-religious worship
of aesthetic, and a tendency to mystify it, to give it
a kind of value that does not have any kind of clear
logical or even ethical weight to it. And yes, there is
beauty and yes, there is pleasure in art, and we must
hold on to that, but there is also beauty and pleasure
in adaptation and in mixed media. It is not confined
to pure media, and in fact sometimes the mixture of
media gives the most astonishing aesthetic pleasure,
and the most astonishing type of creativity. There

is so much more you can do with talking about the
dynamics between two media; there are so many
different possible combinations, whether you are
doing dialectics or dialogics or postmodern pastiche
or whatever kind of multiplicity you are engaging,
so that staying focused on just one kind of medium
is not progressive. I am not saying there is no place
for the single discipline, but...
It is a bit outdated now.
It is a bit like American isolationism. We live now in
a global society and it is not possible for any country
now to ignore other countries. Similarly, we live in an
age of mixed media and new media constantly being
invented, new dynamics and interchanges among
all different kinds of most of representation. And
those people who choose to remain isolationists are
increasingly going to find that they no longer even
understand their own medium because so much is
changing in it due to the influence of other media
upon it, so much is happening with text, and if you
do not study it in relationship with other media, you
are going to fall behind, you are going to be lost in
the past.
I have seen a cartoon of professors having a discussion,
one of them saying: „We have to finally acknowledge
that the internet won‘t go away,” which illustrates that
you have to actively engage in new media and stay up
to date in order to write and comment on any work.
Living in ivory towers is no longer possible, especially
if you study pop culture.
I think that is true. Students today want to have the
media that are at the centre of their lives explained
to them and understood. It does not mean that the
past is not important: I think that it is very important
to know the history of your culture and its different
modes of art and representation. But if you stop there
and refuse to engage with what is happening now
and you have a set of values that authorise you to
refuse to engage with it, it is like those fundamentalist
religions which refuse to acknowledge things like the
progress that women have made, and that women
no longer want to be oppressed and kept inside
the home and kept from having any positions of
power. And I think that it is the same, it is a kind of
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authority structure that is repressive and restrictive
and it is no longer democratic, so I think that one
of the things that keeps the old system in place is a
kind of establishment like the ten commandments:
rules that literature or film or any medium has to fit
in order to be classified as good and worthy of study.

about what adaptation is in biology, it is similarity
combined with difference, so you repeat something
but it is differentiated, like DNA.

I have my students do creative projects
where they have to do an aesthetic
adaptation of something, not just a
critical work, and then they have to
write an essay on what that aesthetic
work – whether it is music or filming
or drawing or making a cake based on a
book – taught them about the text that
they could not find through linguistic,
rational, linear narrative criticism.

Keeping things the same, you are doomed to
extinction. You need to repeat aspects of what
has come before – that is why adaptation is never
completely new, you need to repeat but there needs
to be the variation that ensures the survival, and the
ongoing relevance in society.

We do not just study media for their aesthetic value
and their skill and their style; we study them to
understand the cultures that have produced them,
and we read the cultures that have produced them
through media back and forth. This has always been
important to a degree; it tends to have been more
historical; now it is more ideological. But again if we
are to understand what is being done, said today and
written today in film today, it is very important. And
there can still be aesthetic value but it should not be
the only thing that we are looking for.
Is the idea of an adaptation as being something
inauthentic – this feeling of literature as a higher art
– still valid in the academic circles, or?
There is still a lot of prejudice against adaptation
because we still have a set of values in the humanities
that prioritises originality. There is an overemphasis
in the humanities on difference and lack of attention
to sameness and comparative issues. If you look at
the social sciences and sciences, there are much
more balances in the way that they set difference
and similarity in dialogue with each other. In the
humanities, we are constantly going on about
difference, original work, medium specificity,
original scholarship, and a constant breaking off
and apart from what has gone before. If you think

In order to survive we need to progress, to adapt to
conditions?

Why do audiences like adaptations?
I think that adaptations show us that people still read
literary texts but they also want to also rewrite them
and remake them.
To fit their needs?
Yes, to fit their society and culture. There is
something, for instance, in The Strange Case of Dr.
Jekyll and Mr. Hyde by Robert Louis Stevenson that
speaks to many cultures and ages – particularly the
idea of the double self or the divided self. But the way
that it is manifested in the 1880s, though it might
be interesting as a read and a bit of entertainment,
does not satisfy the hunger that the filmmakers, the
television producers, playwrights and videogame
designers and other creators have to adapt it to their
medium and era. Also authors who want to rewrite
it or make sequels or fanfiction want to take that
core issue and work through it in a new way set in
dialogue with Stevenson’s text. Adaptations, in many
ways, function similarly to literary criticism. I think
that one of the reasons that literary critics do not
like adaptation is because it is a rival to what they
do, but it does not do criticism in the logical thesis
– argument – conclusion linear, rational mode that
critics do. It is not necessarily verbal. There will be
a light or a camera angle that casts a certain view
on the material that is new and fresh, and because
that cannot be constrained and limited by words, it
is threatening, You can talk about it, but you cannot
turn light into words. It lies beyond the impact that
words and logic have.
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Do you think that literary critics somehow consider
adaptations to be rival?
I think that adaptation is threatening to literary
critics, because it is so much more popular: most
people would much rather see an adaptation of a
literary text than go and read literary criticism about
it, and I think that is another reason that literary
critics have tried to shut out adaptation. I think
that for film it is a different dynamic which I have
mentioned before, which is wanting to shake free
from literature, disavow its parentage, deny it and
carry film into a separate sphere.
Do you feel that people do not see adaptation as an
original work but more like a parasite that is actually
feeding off rather than recreating it?
There is no question that adaptations are variable in
quality, in power and in the effect that they have on
their audiences, and that there are bad adaptations
– just like there is bad literary criticism. There
are adaptations that disappoint people and offend
people, just as there is literary criticism that arouses
protest, but if your interest is in knowledge and not

Adaptation is characteristic of
everything, it is characteristic of all
life, all disciplines, all media. And yet
the humanities cling to pre-Darwinian
theories supporting original creation
and opposing adaptation as if they were
religious, conservative theologians.
solely aesthetics – and I do think that in academia
the number one interest should be knowledge – you
will not want to close off any knowledge that you
could have about your text. As a scholar of Jekyll and
Hyde I would want to read it as a text, I would want
to read the criticism, to study the historical context,
to read a biography of Robert Louis Stevenson, but I
would not want to stop there, I would want to know
how it has been interpreted and adapted in other
ways. And it is not just the film; it is the reviews of
the film and the responses to the film, and the films

that will adapt a prior film. It is like looking at DNA
strands that run through lineages and heritages. I
do want to know how it is being read today; I do
want to know how it is being studied, and not just
by academics, because often academics get stuck in
ruts. Everybody who uses the same theory all the
time, will come up with the same readings, just like
a religious denomination will always come up with
its own theology, and I think that adaptations often
help to break us out of dogmas and ruts and help us
see things from different angles.
What for you personally means a good adaptation?
My priority is knowledge, and while it is important
for me to have aesthetic pleasure, that is a bonus,
not the main quest. A good adaptation tells me
something about the source work that I could
not have seen without it. I have my students do
creative projects where they have to do an aesthetic
adaptation of something, not just a critical work,
and then they have to write an essay on what that
aesthetic work – whether it is music or filming or
drawing or making a cake based on a book – taught
them about the text that they could not find through
linguistic, rational, linear narrative criticism. Things
that they discovered are things that critics have never
discovered. For example, there was a student who did
a ballet based on the female characters of Romeo and
Juliet. She choreographed the relationships between
those women, without the men there, to show what
that society would be like, or what those relations
would be like separated from the words and the
context. There were things that were revealed there
through the dance movements of those characters
whose relationships would not have been clear if
the criticism had just been done textually. There
are things that people have done with music, which
opened up aspects that you would not find if you
were restricting yourself to the traditional academic
verbal structures. And if my students can do that,
then adaptations made by professionals can do that
as well. There is something I can discover about
a text that I did not know before – through the
adaptation, whether it is aesthetically good or not.
If it is aesthetically good it brings me pleasure; it does
not necessarily give me knowledge, because that it
is a different type of register for me.
Noom Peerapong, pexels.com, CC0 1.0
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What do you think about the fidelity discourse in
adaptation studies?
Well first of all, almost every new publication starts
by complaining that adaptation scholars have been
focused on fidelity too much, but there is absolutely
no evidence for that. I have done a study on writings
of adaptations in English from the 1690s, and by far
the most common discourse is the need for infidelity
in adaptations. If you look at the people who claim
that there is nothing but fidelity, you see that they
have no sources, they do not cite sources, or they
cite someone else who says this who has cited no
sources, or they cite non-academic sources. I went
through all the publications on adaptations in an
annotated bibliography covering the years 1909 to
1988, and found only a handful of studies that insist
on fidelity, so to me that is a myth of the field and
it all too often stands in place of a real, thoroughgoing history of the field. That is a thing I am writing
now, a history of the field. It helps to explain why
adaptation studies has been so marginalised and
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kept out of the mainstream. The reason that there
has been much more obsession with infidelity is that
people want originality; they want the difference in
the adaptation; they want the adaptation to subvert
the original and challenge it. I think that it has been
a tremendous handicap to our field, to have people
claiming this false history which is not a part of it.
I have talked about how film studies has a false
history, how literature studies has a false history:
well adaptation studies does too. It is paradoxical that
adaptation scholars should even be concerned with
originality; they should be concerned with adapting.
That is not to say that ordinary people and scholars
would not privately want an adaptation to be faithful
to a beloved text, because if they are essentially
seeking an amplification of something they already
love, they want to see it fleshed out and illustrated,
and they are disappointed when it does not do it
in the way that they would like. That is definitely a
common viewer response. So privately I think it is
true, but in scholarship it has been infidelity that
most scholars have been obsessed with.
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I think fidelity is not possible because there is so much
difference between the two signifying systems, between
the verbal and the visual and oral and verbal which is
used in movies, so fidelity cannot be possibly achieved.
The only way you can do it is to film the pages of the
book and have the person turn the page at exactly
the right speed, and even that is not totally faithful
because you cannot smell it, nor feel it. But I think
that as a scholar it is the ones that are unfaithful
that are the most interesting, because you get the
most knowledge from that, the most insight. Why

We do not just study media for their
aesthetic value and their skill and their
style; we study them to understand the
cultures that have produced them, and
we read the cultures that have produced
them through media back and forth.
are those differences there? You can explain why a
similarity is there, but why is the difference there?
And you mentioned that earlier - do I think it is
a travesty to be appropriating to a paratext? No,
because in a way it shows a value for it, but it shows
a need for it to be reworked in order to continue to
be valued. Linda Hutcheon has said that adaptation
has kept texts alive that otherwise would disappear.
And it has a function for survival. It does not mean
that the only texts that survive have been adapted. It
is like the Bible; if the text is not meaningful in new
contexts, new environments, it will cease to be read,
it will cease to be appreciated or used.
What do you think about fandoms and fan fictions,
fan-works in general?
I have not studied them very much but I think that
they are an important cultural phenomenon, because
they allow ordinary people to be adaptors and to find
audiences. In the past there has been a very narrow
range of adaptations, because particularly in film,
it has to appeal to a huge kind of mass audience to
earn some money, and for a book to make a profit it
has got to appeal to thousands of people. What the
internet does, although of course you can end up
with millions of readers there - it allows you to find
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smaller audiences, who might appreciate your work;
it allows for more diversity, and it involves a new kind
of relationship with the masses to literature. They are
not just reading it, but they are writing back to it, so it
is like The Empire Writes Back. The reader writes back
to the text, and that is extraordinarily interesting.
We have to have new ways of studying that if we are
demanding that your average fan fiction achieves the
quality of a handful of select great writers in history,
and that is the only basis on which fan fiction is
worthy of being read, it is going to be a very rare...
although there are some fans who write beautifully.
But if your interest is in studying how people have
read and interpreted literature and how they are
responding to it with their own creativity and their
own writing and what that might say about culture
or the medium of the internet then I think there is
interest there.
What can students and scholars focus on in adaptation
studies now?
If you are trying to break through in a fairly conservative
department, you are not going to be able to get them to
accept some kind of very cutting edge or “out-there”
proposal, so maybe a good starting place would be to
look at screenplays and texts, or scripts of adaptations,
or to focus on the very strong tradition of performance
studies that theatre has, so maybe take theatre and a
good performance theory and then carry it into film,
like a lot of the first films were recordings of plays.
When I did my thesis at Harvard, no one had ever done
adaptation before, so there was a lot of scepticism about
it. But I made a very strong case for the relationship
between the Victorian novel and film, and I showed that
there is a continuity between the two media and so there
was enough evidence to show that what I was going to
do with adaptation would be of interest and would tap
into questions that were asked about genre, narrative,
history and form. So I was looking at the form.
One of the things I think that has discredited
adaptation studies is that sometimes it becomes just
a generic kind of vague cultural studies where you
make a little left-wing point or a right-wing point,
or a little point about feminism or something, and
it does not have that rigour. If you want to break
through and be a pioneer, you are going to need to
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come up with a thesis project that will allow you to
both satisfy the kinds of issues and questions that
your department wants you to study but also allow
you to push into adaptation, and then down the road
the next project you do might be a little bit freer
and so on.

Kamilla Elliott

Do you have any last tips for students getting into
adaptation studies?
I have got a colleague who does textual scholarship,
and she looks at different versions of Tennyson‘s
poems between his draft and the final version: that
is a legitimate source of study. You can take that kind
of textual study and perhaps carry that into a text, to
a screenplay, to a film, and look at the screenplay as
an intertext. Very few people have done this. It is a
really good area to be published in as well. Look at
studies of Shakespeare in performance, on the stage,
that is a completely legitimate field, no one would say

I think that the prejudice is not just
medium specificity theory, but also a
kind of pseudo-religious worship of
aesthetic, and a tendency to mystify it,
to give it a kind of value that does not
have any kind of clear logical or even
ethical weight to it.
to you if you are a Shakespeare scholar: „You cannot
possibly study Shakespeare on the stage, you will not
be allowed to,“ so then say: „Right, I am going to do
the theatre but I am going to look at the movement
from the text to the theatre to the film.”
This is a great challenge to you to be adaptive and to be
good adapters, so to look at what is the structure, what
is this constraint, what is it I want to do and how can I
adapt my project to that, but also how can I adapt those
constraints that they will stretch for my project, and
you know I think that a literary text survives through
adaptation, academia will survive only if the new
scholars like yourselves are going to be able to adapt
it. It does not mean to depart from it, because then you
will not have support, you will not have readers, you
will not find publishers, but you take what is there, and
you gradually find a way to make your interest work.

Courtesy of Kamilla Elliott
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Propaganda on Screen: Adapting
Shakespeare’s Henry V
By Markéta Šonková

Propaganda (in) theory
Garth S. Jowett and Victoria O’Donnell in their
book Propaganda and Persuasion identify three
types of propaganda: black, gray, and white. Black
propaganda is when “the source is concealed
or credited to a false authority and spreads lies,
fabrications, and deceptions. Black propaganda is
the ‘big lie,’ including all types of creative deceit . . .
and this type of propaganda gets the most attention
when it is revealed” (Jowett and O’Donnell, 2012:
18 and 20). The examples of black propaganda were
Joseph Goebbels’s activities as Hitler’s minister of
propaganda during World War II, or a book called
The Protocols of the Elders of Zion written in 1903
by Czar Nicholas II’s secret police that portrayed
Jews as demonic schemers. This work was later
used during the 1917 Bolshevik Revolution, it was
cited by Hitler in his book Mein Kampf, as well as
it appeared in media in some of the Arab nations
in the early 2000s (ibid: 18).
Gray propaganda is “somewhere between white
and black propaganda. The source may or may
not be correctly identified, and the accuracy of
the information is uncertain” (ibid: 20). Since the
psychological effect of propaganda is well known,
governments as well as the private sector can turn to
using gray propaganda techniques to achieve their
goals. Examples can be video news releases, often of

usually be classified as white propaganda” (ibid:
17). Additionally, international sports competitions,
especially the Olympic Games, can equally inspire
white propaganda narratives or camera work from
journalists.

Why Shakespeare and why Henry V?

It is no news that famous writings and cultural pieces have been, and continue to be used or interpreted differently
than might have been their original literary purpose, often as a means to legitimize or explain actions of certain
individual(s). This has been the case no matter what ideology or movement was holding the reins. However, not
all kinds of content manipulation necessarily serve as a support of totalitarian regimes: they can also serve as
a means to boost the morale of a war-tested nation, as is to be seen in Laurence Olivier’s 1944 Henry V movie
adaptation or to send a political message in Kenneth Branagh’s 1989 film version. Truth be told, Henry V is
an ambiguous text in today’s terms, allowing for various readings, which has been used several times by movie
makers to pass on various messages while adapting one of the most famous pieces of British drama.
a promotional character, that have been increasingly
inserted in news TV programs ever since the
1980s. Another example of gray propaganda were
activities of the US government during the Cold
War: in the late 1940s and 1950s, both Truman’s
and Eisenhower’s administrations issued texts
that were to be run in media to propagandize the
American public and since the original source was
not disclosed to the readers, it can fall under the
gray propaganda category. In fact, gray propaganda
is widespread: “companies that distort statistics on
annual reports, advertising that suggests a product
will achieve results that it cannot, films that are
made solely for product placement, and television
evangelists who personally keep the money they
solicit for religious causes all tend to fall in the
gray propaganda category” (Jowett and O’Donnell,
2012: 23).
Lastly, white propaganda “comes from a source that
is identified correctly, and the information in the
message tends to be accurate. . . . Although what
listeners hear is reasonably close to the truth, it is
presented in a manner that attempts to convince
the audience that the sender is the ‘good guy’
with the best ideas and political ideology. White
propaganda attempts to build credibility with the
audience, for this could have usefulness at some
point in the future” (Jowett and O’Donnell, 2012:
17). It is national celebrations “with their overt
patriotism and regional chauvinism [that] can
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In the introduction to the book Shakespeare and
the Second World War: Memory, Culture, Identity,
Irena R. Makaryk claims that “Shakespeare’s works
occupy a prismatic and complex position in world
culture: they straddle both the high and the low,
the national and the foreign, literature and theatre”
(2012: 4). She also claims that in times of war and
crises, “belligerents have laid claim to Shakespeare
and have called upon his work to convey their
society’s self-image” (2012: 4), since wars very
often bring up cultural crises as well as crises of
identity. In attempts to boost a nation’s morale in
such crises, a “universal author”, a bard, could help
the struggling nation, as they can provide a link
between the past and the presence. This is why
Shakespeare was brought to light once again, and
also why Henry V reappeared – both of them are
British national heroes.

“Shakespeare’s works occupy a prismatic
and complex position in world culture:
they straddle both the high and the low,
the national and the foreign, literature
and theatre.” – Irena R. Makaryk
In fact, Shakespeare’s position started, once again, to
change in the inter-war periods: “In the tumultuous
period between the First and the Second World
War, Shakespeare was performed in the context
of social and political transformation, as new
models of government and new political systems
formed on the Continent” and after the horrors of
Second World War, “Shakespeare was identified as a
healing force, a cultural icon, and a universal genius
who transcended political conflicts and opened
the possibility of a shared European identity”
(Mancewicz). But what about during the Second
World War and the crises afterwards?

The biggest of patriots
Henry V has usually been perceived as a patriotic
play celebrating “one of the most charismatic
monarchs in British history” (Watts, 2000: 9).
Although the text is, in today’s perception,
ambiguous in places in terms of whether
Shakespeare’s Henry V was a ruthless warmonger
or even a war criminal, it was mainly after the 1960s
when the anti-war interpretations undermining
the purely patriotic tone started to appear (Hilský,
2010: 387). Nonetheless, the importance and
popularity of the play has usually risen during war
periods because of its patriotic undertone – with
Laurence Olivier’s adaptation being one of the most
prominent examples (Hilský, 2010: 387).
Moreover, the themes of the play have kept its
topicality since 1599: “Shakespeare’s history plays,
while dealing with the past, had clear relevance
to contemporary events” (Watts, 2000: 13),
with Henry V largely supporting this statement,
as two of the most famous adaptations – Olivier’s
1944 movie and Kenneth Branagh’s 1989 adaptation
– also mark important events in British as well
as world history: the approaching end of World
War II and the post-Vietnam and post-Falklands
wars periods respectively. The most recent screen
dramatization – Thea Sharrock’s Hollow Crown
episode with Tom Hiddleston in the lead role –
also celebrated an important year in British modern
history: 2012 and London’s hosting of the Olympic
Games, as well as Queen Elizabeth II’s Diamond
Jubilee.

Real-life Henry vs. Shakespeare’s
Henry
Shakespeare respected the historical facts but
also amended some of them to fit his intended
scenario of the play. It is important to mention,
though, that not only Shakespeare’s main sources –
Holinshed’s and Hall’s chronicles – do not entirely
correspond with today’s idea of a reliable historical
source, but that he also purposefully manipulated
some of the historical facts (Hilský, 2010: 388).
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result of the king’s burst of anger (Hilský, 2010:
382-389). Thus, it comes as no surprise that even
Shakespeare’s followers sometimes tend to interpret
the character of Henry V in their adaptations to fit
their purpose.

reminded that the achievements were short-lived
due to the historic circumstances5 (Watts, 2000: 19).
However, the historical and cultural importance of
the play is still undeniable and so its topicality, as in
Henry V Shakespeare “reveals the conflict between
the private selves with which we are born and the
public selves we must become” (Rabkin, 1977: 296)
which keeps being reflected in the contemporary
political arena as well as beyond.

The Rabbit and the Duck: Warmonger
or a genius tactician and Christian
king?

King Henry V at the Battle of Agincourt
Harry Payne, wikimedia commons, public domain CC0 1.0

As a result, the transformation of character that
Hal1 had undergone by the end of Henry IV was
not necessarily true; however, it made sense in the
context of the whole Shakespeare’s tetralogy.2
On one hand, it is historically accurate that Henry V
was trying to atone for his father’s deeds in
connection to Richard II’s death, there was indeed
one soldier executed at Harfleur, and that real-life
Henry really had to face a noblemen’s plot (but with
a more complex cause than that which the play
describes). On the other hand, the timeline and
details of the battle of Agincourt do not quite follow
the historical course of events, the real bishop of
Canterbury was very unlikely to be involved in the
discussions regarding Salic Law,3 and the incident
with tennis balls4 did not happen at all (Hilský, 2010:
382-389). Shakespeare also conveniently omits the
fact that the French king suffered from a mental
illness as it might have harmed the perception of
the whole quest. It is true that the prisoners of war
were killed on the fields of Agincourt, however,
for reasons related to war strategy, and not as a

Given the already mentioned ambiguity of the
character, it is no surprise that this element of
the play also grasped the attention of academia.
The central idea of Norman Rabkin’s 1977 essay
“Rabbits, Ducks, and Henry V” corresponds with
Hilský’s theory that after the period of the 1960s,
the reading of the play started to become more
ambiguous, with Rabkin correspondingly listing
the two main readings following the understanding
split: the first reading represents “the story of an
ideal monarch and glorifies his achievements
[and] the tone approaches that of an epic lauding
the military virtues”, while the second reading
– diametrically different – represents Henry V
as “a Machiavellian militarist who profess[es]
Christianity but whose deeds reveal both hypocrisy
and ruthlessness [and] the tone is predominantly
one of mordant satire” (Wentersdorf in Rabkin,
1977: 279).
There is evidence for both readings and thus Rabkin
uses the simile of “a rabbit and a duck” to describe
the content discrepancy, based on the famous
optical illusion sketch. He claims that in the context
of the two preceding plays within the tetralogy, the
transformed Hal in Henry V represents both the
optimistic joyful man from the first part of Henry
IV, but also the darkening character that started to
emerge in the second part of Henry IV – just like
the illusion of the rabbit and the duck (Rabkin,
1977: 285). Therefore, he offers a third reading of
the play, taking into account the rabbit and the duck
complementing each other (Rabkin, 1977: 295-296).
Watts also talks about the ambiguity of the play and
about the difficulty of any definitive reading, but
he approaches the topic mostly from the point of
view of different layers of the character of Henry V

Olivier’s Henry V: The hero of the
World War II audience
Optical Illusion of a Duck or a Rabbit Head
Author Unknown, wikimedia commons, public domain CC0 1.0

(2000: 15): he sees a very pious and introspective
Christian king conflicting with the role of a martial
king (2000: 17). It is this ambiguity that enabled
Henry V to be interpreted so differently – the
individual authors emphasized what was already
in the play, but they picked or omitted selected
parts and thus usually presented either the rabbit
or the duck (Rabkin, 1977: 285).
The paradox of this conflict is more than evident:
“He [Henry] demands loyalty and punishes rebels;
yet he himself is the son of a usurper who had
successfully rebelled against Richard” (Watts, 2000:
17) – he has little right to the throne of England
yet he claims the right for the French one. Thus,
his asking God for forgiveness before the battle of
Agincourt might be seen as an attempt to atone as
well as him being a hypocrite (Watts, 2000: 17). The
moment of victory might then be seen as God finally
giving his blessing to the new dynasty, with Henry
appearing as a great unifier of the realms (Watts,
2000: 18) which is what is usually interpreted as
the patriotic message of the play.
Watts, nevertheless, still stresses the paradox that
the “Henry who sought God’s blessing on his
campaign is the Henry who threatens to unleash, on
Harfleur, troops who will resemble ‘Herod’s bloodyhunting slaughtermen’” (2000: 18). Regardless of the
greatness of the victory at Agincourt, the Epilogue
brings up the final ambiguity, with the reader being

1

4

2

5

Hal is the name the character of Henry V is represented under during the two plays preceding Henry V – that is before he became the king.
Henry V is the fourth play in the series called the “Henriad”, being preceded by Richard II, Henry IV part I, and Henry IV part II.
3
“Salic Law of Succession, the rule by which, in certain sovereign dynasties, persons descended from a previous sovereign only through a woman were excluded from
succession to the throne. Gradually formulated in France, the rule takes its name from the code of the Salian Franks, the Lex Salica” (“Salic Law of Succession”).
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Olivier’s highly theatrical, Western-style 1944
adaptation of Henry V is now considered to be a
product of the World War II propaganda aiming
at boosting the British population’s and soldiers’
morale and at glamorizing war. It was Churchill’s
government who funded the movie in order to
dedicate it to the RAF pilots, with the idea being
that just like “Henry and his men [were] going
into the Battle of Agincourt, the Brits were up
against insurmountable odds with little or no hope
of overcoming them” (Hook). In fact, Churchill
even used some of Henry’s lines in his speech to
the RAF. Moreover, “Olivier was determined to
project Henry as the kind of heroic figure wartime
audiences would warm to and be inspired by”,
which, however required the scriptwriters Olivier
and Alan Dent to remove 50% of the play’s content
(Hindle, 2007: 140-141, 146). Thus, Olivier is not
rewriting the play, but he is picking the parts that
suit his intentions.
Not only did he cut the passages that might have
shed negative or ambiguous light on his Henry,
but he also portrayed the French as more vain and
incompetent than the play itself does. Even though
Charles VI indeed suffered from a mental condition,
Shakespeare never mentions it in his play (Hilský,
2010: 388); nonetheless, Olivier opted for the
French king to appear even weaker than the rest of
the French to contrast his strong and heroic English
king – Henry. The resulting effect strengthened the
idea of “Britishness” in the contemporary audience,
which was desirable in the time of war. Regardless
of its propaganda motives, the film was of great

In the play, Henry is given a chest full of tennis balls as a mockery from Dauphin – a mockery of his youth and as a response to Henry’s claim to the French throne.
Henry V died of dysentery before he was able to claim the French throne (he was due to be crowned after death of the incumbent French king). His son, Henry VI,
whom he had with the French king’s daughter, was an infant at that time, unable to rule.
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importance as it “provided the seed that created
the first flowering of great Shakespeare films”
(Crowl, 2007: 22).
The disposition of Olivier’s Henry is different from
the character that the play was based on: “Olivier
eliminates Henry’s darker qualities and removes
the ironies and ambiguities that Shakespeare
builds into the character (and play) to shade his
appeal” (Crowl, 2007: 22). As a result, his Henry
is psychologically static and non-evolving, as his
“personality is complete at the start” (Donaldson,
1991: 68). The film character, despite being static,
appears so confident and heroic that Olivier’s
Henry gives an impression of an unapproachable
yet noble and charismatic leader.
His strength and unyielding disposition are
apparent in both the military and private aspects
of the character – in fact, they do not really split in
Olivier’s adaptation. When he is wooing Katherine,

Title Page of Q1 The Chronicle History of Henry V (1600)
William Shakespeare, wikimedia commons, public domain CC0 1.0
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the French king’s daughter, he almost shouts at her6
during his speech, and when she tries to refuse to
be kissed, he does not respect the customs she
grew up with, which indicates who the leader in
this power play was (dir.: Olivier, 1944: 2:03:56
& 2:05:06). Similarly, his firm grip of her hand
(2:05:10) and close-up on the rings with his hand
over hers, covering the French emblem, showed
that he was the one in control of the situation
(Donaldson, 1991, 69).
Olivier cut out selected passages of the play
in order to meet the purposes of the film: the
creation of a national hero. Throughout the
movie there is a heightened emphasis on the
king’s piety: the clergymen at the beginning of
the movie praise him as a “true lover of the Holy
Church” (0:08:00), Henry describes himself as
“no tyrant but a Christian king” (0:18:17), and
he repeatedly turns to God to thank him. He is
portrayed as a merciful king who pardons a man
who offended him (0:29:15) and after conquering
Harfleur, he orders his men to “use mercy to them
all” (0:52:14). To maximize the effect, the scene
that should follow the pardon – sentencing the
treacherous noblemen – is cut out completely and
the controversial speech following the conquest
of Harfleur is missing as well.
Olivier portrays a king who talks to his subjects,
but he appears to be quite impersonal in doing
so: in his Crispin’s Day Speech (1:26:54-1:29:06),
he appears very charismatic, but theatrical and
thus not quite natural. The speech has both spatial
and vocal development, but it is highly theatrical
and stylized, which in the end evokes no intimacy
between him and his men. Other cuts were
employed in order to “play down Henry’s violent
side”: the execution of Bardolph, the pre-Agincourt
prayer when he acknowledges his father’s sins,
killing the French prisoners, as well as the epilogue
mentioning that his victories were short-lived,
were all cut from the script. Even though Olivier
kept the scene where Williams expresses his
doubts about the quest, he deliberately left out
the bet between the two characters, as breaking
an oath might negatively influence the perception
of the king.

Which corresponds with Donaldson’s theory that the authority of Olivier’s Henry tends to be exercised through his voice (1991, 63).
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It is also important to mention that Olivier’s movie
was technologically new. It was shot in Technicolor
and was the most expensive British movie ever
made at that time (IMDb). It also drew on the
fact that people in Britain were already used to
listening to Shakespeare on the radio, so bringing
him to movie theatres, which elegantly combined
with the increased cinema-going numbers during
the war, was a smart step to take.

Branagh’s war skepticism at the
turn of the century
Kenneth Branagh’s Henry is diametrically different.
Shot in the period after the Vietnam and Falklands
wars, marked by “scepticism [that] infiltrated the
depiction of war and of war-leaders” (Watts, 2000: 10),
Branagh’s adaptation presents both contempt for and
fascination of war, typical for Vietnam War films which
he was inspired by (Cartmell, 2000: 105). His setting is
dark and his portrayal of the battles is brute, muddy,
and bloody. His Henry V explores “the dark corners
of the young king’s development” (Crowl, 2007: 37).
Thus, Branagh at first presents the dark Machiavellian
prince: “we begin with Henry as an impenetrable
mask of monarchy, presented as ruthless, distrustful
and potentially evil” (Cartmell, 2000: 102), which is
in contrast to Olivier’s colorful and heroic, although
aloof, portrayal. In the course of the film, Henry starts
to look more human, as he opens up with his emotions,
which gradually show his inner self that is missing in
Olivier’s performance.
This starts indirectly by Branagh presenting various
flashbacks from Henry’s earlier life, through sharing
Henry’s inner fears and feelings, for example when
Henry cries during his pre-Agincourt prayer and by
admitting the anxiety caused by his father’s guilt (dir.:
Branagh, 1989: 1:27:26-1:28:56). By the end of his rite
of passage, he starts showing his deep emotions openly
among his men: his Crispin’s Day Speech evokes a sense
of intimacy thanks to the close-ups and sincerity with
which he talks to his men.
Unlike Olivier, Branagh does not try to avoid the
ambiguity of Henry’s character. He keeps in the
7
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Southampton scene with traitors7 as well as most
of the Harfleur speech. Although he cuts short the
challenge imposed on him by Williams, and thus
avoids the situation when Henry would need to
openly break his promise. He also very emotively
shows the execution of Bardolph (1:03:25), with
alternate close-ups on both men’s faces that are
tried by their emotions and with a flashback that
highlights the brutality of the scene. Additionally,
his Henry indeed does make an order to execute the
French prisoners, but only as a punishment for the
murder of the boys accompanying the troops to the
Battle of Agincourt.

Nevertheless, Branagh’s Henry is not a tyrant. He
needs to keep the military morale and therefore
needs to make sacrifices. His deeply emotive
inner self is shown in times of emotional
hardship: when awaiting the French attack
during the Battle of Agincourt, there is a closeup on Henry’s face that is tried by terror and
anxiety (1:37:15). Similarly, when he is wooing
Katherine, he appears almost clumsy, but sounds
sincerer than Olivier who was just performing
another type of conquest – in the end, one would
believe that Branagh’s Henry really is unable to
be gentler (2:03:12-2:10:30).
His sensitive self is shown both directly – by his
actions – as well as indirectly. As for the indirect
means, it is mostly the camera work that exposes
the emotiveness of the character. Branagh often
employs close-ups and sharp contrasts. The long
tracking shot of Henry carrying the body of the
killed boy (1:55:24-1:59:06) is a combination of
both means. It is also probably the emotional
climax of the film and was described by Branagh
himself as the “film’s climactic critique of war”
(Branagh in Lehmann, 2002: 211), showing the
price that is paid for waging wars. His adaptation
seems to carry a deep political message, unlike
that of Olivier, which was aimed at the general
population and their morale and by extension also
at legitimizing engagement in war, rather than
condemning it. Unlike Olivier, Branagh does not
use Shakespeare to propagandize a cause, but he
uses him to send a message with far-reaching
consequences.
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Neutrality after all? Thea Sharrock
and one man’s rite of passage
Thea Sharrock’s 2012 adaptation is interesting in its
neutrality: she understands Henry V as a play about
a war and about one man’s journey to learn how to
be a king (Sharrock in Review) and thus she does
not cut out the ambivalent passages. Therefore, her
adaptation with Tom Hiddleston brings no added
value in terms of propagandist elements of the play,
yet her understanding of the play sheds further light
on Olivier as well as Branagh: “Henry V is a play
which, in the past, has been used both to justify war
(as in Olivier’s 1944 version) and expose its horrors
(Branagh’s, in 1989). But Sharrock was not going
to be drawn on a definitive line here” (Lawrence,
2012). For her, Henry V is a “play about war and it’s
a play about . . . one man’s journey through learning
to be a king, not knowing how to do it, not knowing
what the next thing he’s gonna have to deal with is
gonna be” (Sharrock in Review 0:56). This is very
similar to Hiddleston’s own understanding:
“People have inherited [Laurence] Olivier’s film
as the definitive version, but the play itself is
much more ambiguous, and the character of
Henry V is not a hero without flaws, and he’s full
of doubt and insecurity, and I wanted to bring
that doubt and insecurity up and honour the
text and make sure it was a complex reading of
a young man who was discovering himself and
thinking about the nature of warfare as he goes
through it” (Hiddleston in Bernstein, 2013).
Although Henry is more intimate and close to his
men in Sharrock’s adaptation, he still is hard-bitten.
Hiddleston delivers almost the entire text of Henry’s
speech when entering the gates of Harfleur (dir.:
Sharrock: 45:10-47:12). Sharrock assumes that it is
an important moment in his development, because
she thinks that “he shocks himself at what he says”
and that it has “effect on him thereafter” (Sharrock
in “Shakespeare Uncovered”, 1:13). Her adaptation
is also the only one that openly shows Bardolph
looting and being caught by York (0:44:29-0:44:39).
On the other hand, his execution is not shown so
the order does not come directly from Henry as
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with Branagh, but Hiddleston only arrives to see
Bardolph dead hanging from a tree (0:56:24). Even
though he confirms that this is what will happen
to anyone with the same transgression, he still
experiences a flashback8 and the viewer sees that
there are more layers of his personality.
Throughout the film, his wise and kind private
self is used more often unless he is exposed to a
situation in which he needs to exercise authority;
then he uses his public self which in the course
of the movie hardens rather than softens, unlike
Branagh’s. Probably the most important element
influencing the understanding of the character
of Sharrock’s Henry is his decision to execute the
French prisoners after learning that the “French
have reinforced their scattered men” (1:39:05): he
orders the execution for strategic reasons and not
because of the killed boys. She is also the only one
who keeps the entire twist with Williams and the
glove, but she leaves out the episode with traitors
in Southampton. Her Henry is neither pro-war nor
anti-war, he is something in between.
Thus, Sharrock is the only director who does not
avoid some of the most “unpleasant” aspects of
Henry’s character but displays them quite openly
because she thinks that “if Henry V is about
anything, then it’s about the nature of war” and
she wanted to display how the wars are won
(Sharrock in “Shakespeare Uncovered”, 1:37).
Interestingly enough, Thea Sharrock’s adaptation
of the play for BBC Two was made as a part of
the 2012 Cultural Olympiad (Singh, 2011), which
was “a nationwide programme of the UK’s best
arts and culture running alongside the Games”
(Arts Council), so although not propagandist in
its essence, it contributed to spread of the overt
patriotism that Jowell and O’Donnel label as one
of the white propaganda techniques.

Where does it all leave Henry?
All the three adaptations exhibit similarities;
however, the resulting Henrys are different – the
ambiguity of the play allows for different portrayals
and each of the directors picked the elements that
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suited their artistic goals. Olivier’s Henry is heroic
Western-style war propaganda with an emotionally
static king who experiences no conflict between
his private and public selves. Branagh created a
realistic and naturalistic, dark and gloomy postVietnam and post-Falklands War Henry who shows
signs of the conflict between his private and public
selves. On the other hand, his Henry shows signs
of emotional development, unlike Olivier’s Henry
(Donaldson, 1991: 68). With Sharrock’s Henry, the
difference between the private and public selves is
also visible, although his private self is more openly
and more often used. Hiddleston, when portraying
the private self, appears youthful, kind and downto-earth, while his portrayal of the public self is
tough, passive-aggressive in speech and sometimes
openly aggressive in action. He has two distinct
“faces” that he employs in different situations and
in front of different people. Hiddleston, as well as
Branagh, also seem more natural than Olivier, who
is very theatrical in his speech. All the three Henrys
are very pious, though.
To sum up, each of the adaptations presents
the viewer with a different Henry. The reason
for this was the message the director wanted to
communicate: Olivier needed to boost the morale
of the war-tested nation and thus he excavated a
historic figure in order to celebrate the heroic past

It was mainly after the 1960s when the
anti-war interpretations undermining
the purely patriotic tone started to
appear.
of England. To do this, he needed to dispose of
any ambiguities that would shed a negative light
on Henry. His Henry is an inspirational and pious
leader, who leads his nation to victory. The entire
film is a patriotic piece of art. Branagh made his
film at the end of the Cold War, in the light of
scepticism resulting from the wars of the second
half of the century. His Henry V is more brutal
and dark and the king shows internal conflict. He
is tough, but more intimate and emotional, and
the entire adaptation bears signs of an anti-war

message. Sharrock’s and Hiddleston’s Henry was
created to accompany the Olympic Games of 2012.
Sharrock did not opt to cut controversial parts of
the play and as a result, she is textually closest
to the Henry from Shakespeare’s play: he shows
contrasts between the private and public selves that
are distinctly identifiable, however emotionally less
loud. Even though Branagh and Sharrock show
signs of drawing on the preceding adaptation, each
of the three adaptations is still unique and shows
a different Henry V. Either way, all three of them
show the importance of both the historical figure
behind the play lines as well as the importance of
the Bard himself, who keeps re-emerging when
the occasion calls for it, just as Irena R. Makaryk
suggested.
This article is based on author’s earlier research
conducted at Keele University, UK for the
module “Shakespeare on Film: Adaptation and
Appropriation”, where it resulted in an essay “A
comparative analysis of the character of Henry V in
three film and television adaptations”.
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Just a Bloke from Stratford
Upstart Crow Review
By Blanka Šustrová

Our hero lives in a small cottage somewhere in Warwickshire. He has to feed and clothe his old, grumpy parents
together with his wife (eight years older) and their three children – a mopey teenager that only speaks in grunts
and twins whose only interests are sweets. He commutes to London every week to work as an actor in a horribly
understaffed company and when he snatches a bit of time for himself, he writes. Because, you know, he is a poet,
an unappreciated genius of his time, an innovator of language… How is it possible that he is not famous yet? Well,
his best friend steals his verses, his wife needs his humble wage as “she has a cottage to run”, his London servant
Bottom makes fun of him but the worst of all – his nemesis publicly calls him an upstart crow.
This could anyone‘s story, so why not William Shakespeare’s?
There have been numerous film and TV adaptations
of Shakespeare’s work, set in different time periods
with better and lesser known actors. The only film
about Shakespeare himself is, however, Shakespeare
in Love (1998), a romantic comedy awarded with
seven Oscars, directed John Madden and written
by Tom Stoppard and Marc Norman.
Nevertheless, Upstart Crow – a sitcom commissioned
by the BBC as a part of the programming schedule
celebrating 400 years since Shakespeare’s death, that
premiered on 9 May 2016 on BBC Two, means a
new format for Shakespeare’s adventures offering a
different narrative style. Britain has a great tradition
of sitcoms, and pairing a comedy series with its
trademark Renaissance writer had to appear on TV
screens sooner or later.
Regarding the making of a sitcom about Shakespeare,
David Mitchell, the main star of the series said that
“Shakespeare is arguably globally the most significant
creative figure and he‘s a random bloke from the
Midlands. That‘s something for this country to mark
and the BBC is a key broadcaster in this country so,
of course, the BBC should do a big thing about it and
it would be terrible if it didn‘t” (The Independent).
The first series consists of six episodes, each
mirroring Shakespeare’s plays or sonnets, creating
a playful pastiche of the Bard’s work and life, mixed
with contemporary satire.

Will Shakespeare comes back to life with the help
of the aforementioned David Mitchell, a Cambridge
alumni, a Guardian columnist and a comedian well
known for his collaboration with Robert Webb on
the BBC 4 radio comedy sketch show That Mitchell
and Webb Sound and also from Channel 4 Peep
Show, a BAFTA winning sitcom about two Croydon
flatmates – an awkward depressed cynic (Mitchell)
and a childish slacker (Webb). For his quick wit and
funny rants, David Mitchell is also a frequent guest
on several panel shows, most notably Would I Lie To
You?, where he holds the position of a team captain.
Mitchell’s Shakespeare is a bit of an awkward
dreamer, too progressive for his environment; an
enthusiastic poet who is, at times, crushed by the
reality of the late 16th century. He lives and breathes
for the beauty of language and although his family
does not understand his great journey to become a
famous playwright, they at least tolerate his artsy
whims. He even teaches his eldest daughter Susanna
(portrayed by a Channel 4 Raised By Wolves star
Helen Monks) to read – which, at that time, was a
skill uncommon for girls of her position to acquire –
so that she can do a read-through of her dad’s plays
with him on weekends. Yet Susanna in her teenage
years pours out Juliet’s lines lazily in a Brummie
accent heavily accompanied by inarticulate noises
to show her annoyance with poetry, claiming: “Ugh,
dad, nobody speaks like tha’!”
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“I always thought that the sentence sounds better if you
mix up the words a little bit,” replies her father in the first
episode and the audience gets a possible answer to why
are his plays such a pain to read for those unfamiliar with
Elizabethan language.
Although Susanna appears only briefly in the six episodes
of the first season, Monks’ comedy talent shines among
all her experienced colleagues very well.
Another notable comic side character is Edmund
Kempe, a famous comedy actor from Burbage’s tiny
sad 4-player company based in the Red Lion Theatre.
Played by comedian Spencer Jones, Kempe is the original
annoying Renaissance alternative against-the-flow hipster,
a “bumpington” (as would Mitchell’s Shakespeare say)
yapping about Italian Commedia dell’arte being obviously
a superior form of art to the English theatre.
RadioTimes called Jones’ Kemple “a cocky 16th century
Ricky Gervais”, as he mimics the popular comedian’s
mannerism and voice, boasting in every episode about
being popular abroad.
“Producer Gareth Edwards said that the character was
an ‘affectionate nod’ to Gervais”. Unfortunately, “Gervais‘
press representatives declined to comment” (RadioTimes).
Shakespeare likes making influential friends but has to
pay a price for it. The role of Will’s occasional companion
in pie eating and ale drinking fell upon lavishly portrayed
Christopher “Kit” Marlowe (Tim Downie), the life of
every party, a charming, handsome and confident secret
agent who is on a mission to hunt English Catholics. He
uses his writing career as a cover and often manipulates
the gullible Shakespeare into giving him his plays.
Apart from Mitchell’s idealistic, intellectual and likeable
Shakespeare with an occasional spark of supressed fury
that fits him like a glove, and the aforementioned roles of
Susanna, Marlowe and Kempe, other characters are not as
strident as they could have been. The creator of Upstart
Crow, Ben Elton, who also wrote scripts for Blackadder
(from series 2 onwards), did not give Shakespeare a
sidekick as good as Baldrick is to Edmund Blackadder.
Blackadder, with its biting dialogue and memorable
quotes has a great character dynamic that Upstart Crow
lacks at times.

Upstart Crow
When meeting Shakespeare’s nemesis, poet Robert
Greene played by Mark Heap (Big Train, Spy), one cannot
shake of the feeling that his acting sticks out like a sore
thumb when compared to the other characters. Greene
is a pretentious, evil, tricky and selfish character and
Heap develops these features to their highest possible
expression. Do not expect a subtle villain. On the other
hand, it might have been Elton’s intention to let Heap play
Greene that way. If you remember Edmund Blackadder
and Lord Flashheart, you might recall a similar dynamic
between Shakespeare and Greene.
Upstart Crow has a few running jokes throughout the
series – Shakespeare is always complaining about the
horrible carriage commute from London to Stratford that
can take up to three days, depending on broken wheels,
heavy rain, horses’ poor health or corpses blocking the
path. Yet the running joke of casual Renaissance sexism
towards Kate (Gemma Whelan) – Shakespeare’s London
landlord’s daughter, representing repressed Renaissance
female intellectuals, who is “overeducated” for her
position and gender and desperately desires to become
an actress, which is forbidden (“You know, it is still illegal
for girls for girls to do anything interesting”) – wears thin
throughout the series and eventually becomes annoying
and no longer funny, just as try-hard Kate herself does.
Nevertheless, Upstart Crow’s comedy does not stand
on Kate’s desperate fight against established norms and
Greene’s loud entrées. It has a lot to offer.
Its greatest achievement is Elton’s famous language craft
and Mitchell’s “everyman charm”. Mixing up poetry, lines
of Shakespeare’s plays, obscurely funny metaphors and the
speech of the common folk whose only interest are saucy
jokes is fresh and a joy to watch. In Elton’s newest sitcom
honouring the great Bard as well as the great British satire
tradition, Shakespeare is not the unattainable genius from
Renaissance times, he is one of us – he is just a bloke from
Stratford – a man that has to handle his family and work
on a daily basis, on his way to success.
The year of Shakespeare is slowly coming to an end – but
that does not necessarily mean the end of Shakespeare’s
sitcom adventures. BBC commissioned a Christmas
special for the end of 2016 and a second season of Upstart
Crow is expected to return in March 2017.
Re:Views view: 75%
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Playing the Books

Adapting Literature into Videogames
By Blanka Šustrová

“[Videogames are] any forms of computer-based entertainment software, either textual or image-based, using
any electronic platform such as personal computers or consoles and involving one or multiple players in physical
or networked environment” (Frasca in Newman 27).
The first videogames appeared in the 1950s and since
then followed the evolution of technology to create
more and more astonishing and refined interactive
adventures. Starting with a game of tic-tac-toe
against an artificial intelligence on a 4-meter-tall
computer that would fill up a whole room, games
later migrated to arcade machines, consoles that
one had to connect to their television to play (most
notably Nintendo 64, Sega Mega Drive, Playstation,
Xbox and Wii); personal computers, handheld video
game devices (such as Gameboy and Nintendo DS)
laptops, mobile phones and most recently virtual
reality gadgets such as Oculus Rift and Microsoft
HoloLens – headpieces that allow you to experience
the game as if you were actually in it.
Saying that videogames are targeting children and
teenagers is largely outdated. The gaming industry
today is huge and offers dozens of genres, story-lines
and forms for children as well as for adults. With its
growing audience, videogames are a medium that
should not be neglected and labelled as “trivial” as
a topic in the cultural studies worldwide.
Are you immersed enough?
When talking about videogames, the term
“immersion” is often used. According to Linda
Hutcheon, the audience members always interact
with stories and it does not matter if they are reading
a book, watching a film or playing a game. What is
more important here, is the level of immersion in
these modes. “The telling mode immerses us through
imagination in a fictional world; the showing mode
immerses us through the perception of the aural
and the visual . . ., the participatory mode immerses
Virtual reality at DEAS Halloween party. Photo by Eva Růžičková

us physically and kinesthetically” (Hutcheon 22).
However, videogames also share the immersion of
the telling and the showing modes.
Early text games (also called text-based games)
offered fictional worlds in writing. The texts had
to be read and interpreted by the player in order to
interact and chose their action to get into the next
level, to proceed in the narrative.

With its growing audience, videogames are a medium that
should not be neglected and labelled as “trivial” as a topic
in the cultural studies worldwide.

Sony Playstation 3 controller can be also connected to PC
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In games where the characters are not dubbed,
the player has to read the characters’ utterances
in dialogue boxes or subtitles to move forward the
story-line.
The showing mode (visual and aural immersion)
constitutes a major part of today’s videogames.
Nevertheless, as in art, theatre and film, an image

The player is simultaneously in the
position of (limited) narrator and the
reader of the game, that creates and
interprets the narrative.
must be “read” and interpreted. Therefore, the
showing mode does not mean a passive consumption
of images by the audience. “Narrative through images
has been in play throughout human history, going
back to cave paintings. Neither linear nor non-linear
– for they do not have to be sequential– images tell
stories that need to be interpreted by the spectator”
(Ulas 77).
The audience is cognitively, emotionally and
imaginatively active (Hutcheon 23). When reading
a book, it takes a certain amount of time to imagine
the environment. In the performance mode, be it a
play, a film or a videogame, the description of the
environment is compressed into a dense visual image
and aural sensation. It offers a more intermediate
kind of immersion, and yet, the experience “and the
pleasure of the observing audience here are different
from the kinetic and cognitive involvement of the
interactive gamer” (Hutcheon 27). Why? The answer
is rather simple: the player seems to be in control.

You can stop the game in any moment, you can set
the music and sound options to a certain degree, or
mute them; you create characters and environments
that interact with you on a certain level, you can
change the narrative by your actions and get to a
different end every time you play, you can explore
the environment as recommended by the game or
you can use a subversive approach, finding out what
you can or cannot do in terms of characters, space,
time, narrative and interaction.
Of course, the real person in control is the game
developer, who creates a world that gives the player
the illusion of control, freedom and power.
“Mortensen proposes the phrase manipulating
reader for the computer games, where the power
of player is obvious: she can change, create and
improvise like a ‘soloist in a large band’. She is
more active in constructing the meaning of a
work than a simple reader, has more control over
the work, inwardly as an implied character and
outwardly as agent of manipulation and she is
limited only by the length of unfolding events, she
can’t surpass the end of an action . . . The player’s
status changes with her input; she can identify
herself both with the villain and the hero due to
multiple possibilities of joining actions, so she has
more freedom to move inside the narrative than
a reader” (Vesa 253).
Narrative (un)Limited
The player shifts from active playing to passive
watching throughout the game, as games often
employ pre-recorded passages, cut-scenes, flashbacks
and backstories that help to develop the story
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and unfold character’s motivation, history and
relationships, and to open new stages (or levels)
of the game. The narrative can partly unfold itself.
However, the story progresses mainly thanks to the
player’s activity in the videogame environment and
although a narrative arch has been designed by the
game developer, it does not have to be followed
precisely as intended. This makes the player a
narrator of their story, driven by their decisions but
also limits them by the narrative possibilities encrypted
in the game by its developer and, furthermore, because
the game as a fictional world has to display coherence.
“Unfolding events and pulling strings, the player
looks like a puppeteer in the rendition of a spectacle,
half outside the performance, half involved in the
progression of story. So far, he or she is more like
an author than a reader, but what elucidates his or
her position is the constraints of game until its final
fulfilment . . . The player’s involvement, often called
interactivity, depends thus on the rules of the game
which guarantee a logical and plausible narrative
only if they are respected, otherwise we deal with a
schizophrenic, split discourse” (Vesa 252).
The player is therefore simultaneously in the position
of (limited) narrator and the reader of the game, that
creates and interprets the narrative. The player exists
outside the game world as well as inside the fictional
world as “themselves” in 1st person view or as an
“operator” of the character that interacts with them
and performs their orders. The player is extra-diegetic
and intra-diegetic at the same time, which is not
possible in the telling or showing modes (books, films,
theatre performance) described earlier. Of course, the
possibilities of narrative interaction and story control
are largely dependent of the evolution of technology.

Playing the Books
“Seymour Chatman says that narrative is
independent of its medium. He considers
narrative as a type of text organization that needs
to be realized – be it in written word as it is the
case with stories or the movements of actors in
a film or lyrics of a song. Ryan also argues that
if narrative is a discourse that conveys a story,
its definition should focus on ‘story’, and that as
a concept ‘story’ is something that materializes
independently of the medium” (Ulas 76).
A novel mutates into film, a film shapeshifts into
videogame, a video game‘s characters are materialized
into toys and merchandise. These days, adaptation is
not only an experiment in story transfer, it is also a
huge business opportunity.
If we acknowledge that story and narrative can take
on any form, then adapting stories from literature
into video games is not only possible, but also natural.
Adaptation is a strategy that allows the source material
to manifest itself in various forms and it is popular
because the audience is already familiar with it and
identifies with it.
Nevertheless, not all of video game adaptations
are created with the goal to use its medium form
to the maximum to enrich the story and narrative
possibilities. Videogames are often parodying their
source text, they sometimes ditch the story altogether
and use only the familiar characters and, yes, some
of them are very badly done. But that is all part of
the natural process of exploring the medium form, of
shaping, distorting, analysing and commenting on the
narratives videogames adapt.
So let us have a look at some of them!
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Turn On Your Computers!
The Hitchhiker’s Guide to the Galaxy created by
its author Douglas Adams with the help of Steve
Meretzky in 1984 is a text-game where you play as
the main character Arthur Dent, reacting on a text
that appears on the screen of your computer. It is
full of original content so you cannot rely on your
knowledge of the novel to get you through the game.
The players recommend to read the book first as it
would be virtually impossible to pass the first part
of the game.
Not a fan of sci-fi but would like to play a textgame as well? No problem. Try The Hobbit by Beam
Software from 1982 and get on an adventure with
Gandalf and thirteen dwarves.
If the worst video game ever made can score -50
points on a scale that does not go lower than
that, which game do you think gained a score of
-37 points? It was Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde, a sidescrolling action video game made in 1988 for the
Nintendo Entertainment System. You start the game
as Jekyll, going to your wedding but you have to
deal with obstacles on your way, like animals and
people. Yet, everyone you meet makes you angry
and when you reach a certain level of anger, you
turn into Hyde and must fight monsters in a dark
setting. You can read a detailed review of Dr. Jekyll
and Mr. Hyde here.
Leaving the Victorian era, we arrive in the year
1925 to experience the world of The Great Gatsby,
originally a novel by Francis Scott Fitzgerald but
since 2011 also a video game by Charlie Hoey and
Pete Smith. The Great Gatsby looks as if it was a
game from the early 1990s made for the Nintendo
Entertainment System and then emulated for
computers. But do not let the visuals confuse you.
The game was developed to look like a lost eight-bit
twenty-five year old gem found at a yard sale. You
can read an interview with the developers here.
Do you recognize the names of Franciscan friar
William of Baskerville and a Benedictine novice
Adso of Melk? These two are the main protagonists
of Umberto Eco’s debut novel The Name of the Rose
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from 1980. This historical murder mystery set in
1327 enriched with medieval studies, literary theory
and theological disputation was recreated as a video
game in 2016 as The Abbey of Crime Extensum (or, in
the Spanish original La Abadía del Crimen Extensum)
by Manuel Pazos and Daniel Celemín, who based it
on a game from 1987 by Paco Menéndez and Juan
Delcán. In The Abbey you play as William with Adso
as your trusty sidekick in murder-solving.
In Samuel Beckett’s absurd play, Vladimir and Estragon
have been waiting for Godot since 1953. They have
waited numerous times in various re-editions of this
drama and on stage all around the world. Since 2010,

The real person in control is the game
developer, who creates a world that
gives the player the illusion of control,
freedom and power.
they’ve been also waiting in a video game created
by Mike Rosenthal. If you have read Waiting for
Godot and were puzzled because you felt that nothing
was going on, you can experience these feelings of
confusion again on your computer screen. The game
environment is rather minimalistic, containing a
green lawn, a single tree and one or two of the
main protagonists. Unfortunately, French lawyers
representing the Beckett estate did not enjoy the
parody videogame and demanded a change of the
title which was identical to Beckett’s play so The
Waiting For Godot became Samuel Becketttt’s Lawyers
Present: Waiting for Grodoudou and later just The
Game as Rosenthal explains in an interview. Luckily,
you can still play the game here.
Moving from the old console visual style to (usually)
multi-platform 3D games, the range of video games
based on literature grows, as these games are
developed by large companies as a part of a popular
franchise. There are games based on the whole Harry
Potter series (by Electronic Arts, 2001 - 2011) and
even a Quidditch-focused game; games based on
the Sherlock Holmes novels and short stories by
Arthur Conan Doyle, the newest being a 2016
detective crime thriller Sherlock Holmes: The Devil’s
Daughter and several versions of Lewis Carroll’s

Alice in Wonderland, ranging from a point-andclick adventure for children (Alice: An Interactive
Museum, 1991) to dark psychological horror thrillers
(Alice: Madness Returns, 2011).
You can become Dante, reimagined as a Templar
knight in Dante’s Inferno (2010) or Geralt of Rivia,
the Witcher in one of three games (The Witcher from
2007, The Witcher2: Assassins of Kings from 2011
and The Witcher 3: Wild Hunt from 2015) based on
Andrzej Sapkowski’s best-selling books series. But
if fighting demons in a grim re-imagining of Hell
or going on dangerous quests is not your cup of tea,
you can always play out your fantasy to pick up Mr.
Darcy in a ballroom. Ever, Jane is an online game that
defies the usual classification of role-playing games
as violent fantasy or sci-fi entertainment. Your task
is to be invited to as many balls and gatherings as
possible, to chat up ladies or gentlemen, earn some
cash and buy yourself some lovely garments and
a new carriage to “upgrade your gear”. Gossip is
your weapon of choice and dinner rooms are your
battlefield. Ever, Jane servers are back with an Open
Beta update so do not hesitate to give it a try.
And whichever literary adaptation video game
adventure you choose, enjoy it!
Screenshots of the games were used with the permission
of the games’ owners – Charlie Hoey, Manuel Pazos
and Mike Rosenthal.
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Frankenstein is a YouTuber: On
the Originality, Interactivity, and
Contemporariness of Modern
Adaptations of Classics

In other words, not only are the characters in these
projects wearing jeans and cardigans instead of
frocks and bonnets, texting and tweeting instead
of writing elaborate letters, going to poetry slams
or wild parties instead of attending balls, or using
words such as “adorbs”, “OMG” or “totally” rather
than “affectation”, “supercilious”, or “swell”, but
they are also attuned to contemporary social and
political issues.

By Tereza Walsbergerová

Again, the “genre” of modern adaptation has been
going through sort of a revival lately, based on
the number of such TV series that have appeared
in the past 6 years. The most popular is perhaps
the BBC version of Sherlock Holmes, Sherlock,
which became an instant hit in 2010 and played
major role in triggering a new wave of interest in
modernising classic literature. Similar series, such
as Elementary, Hannibal, or Selfie, followed close
behind and in many ways “set the groundwork” for
projects created by the next generation whose main
platform is neither theatre, nor film, nor television,
but the internet – and specifically YouTube.

There are exceptions, of course – for instance,
the authors of Green Gables Fables made sure
to keep their main heroine, Anne Shirley (or
“AnneWithAnE” – which is her YouTube handle)
– faithful to her original characterisation in order
not to lose her main character traits, while the rest
of the characters, such as Gilbert Blythe or Diana
Barry, have a way more modern feel. Similarly, The
Lizzie Bennet Diaries managed to keep some of the
old-fashioned feel through the character of Lizzie’s
mother, which becomes clear as soon as the very
first video starts by Lizzie’s exact retelling of the
first sentence from the original novel (“It is a truth
universally acknowledged…”) and explaining to
her audience that “her mom belongs to a class of
parents she likes to call the 2.5WPF Club”, which
stands for “staying home with 2.5 kids and a white
picket fence”. Ultimately, though, as The Guardian
says, “while modernised adaptations have a freedom
to explore the original novel’s themes in ways the
original authors could never have envisaged, they
remain surprisingly faithful to their source texts.”

Given the aforementioned examples, one can say
that the basis of any modernisation is the choice of
how one may work with the original as a template,
so to speak. What happens with that template or
how it is “filled out” then depends on the platform
one is using and the kind of story one chooses to
tell. When it comes to modern adaptation presented
as a web series, besides modernisation there is also
the aspect of contemporisation. In an article “The
Best Blog Reinventions of Classic Books” by Kaite
Welsh, The Guardian manages to sum both of these
aspects up by calling these project reinventions –
and indeed, that is what they are – “changed” and
“presented in a different or new way” (which is
how the Merriam-Webster defines “reinventing”).

Furthermore, some of these adaptations may
also find themselves not only in a different time
period, but also in a different setting – a different
country even. This is the case with The Lizzie Bennet
Diaries, for instance, which has moved from the
early nineteenth-century English countryside to
2010s American suburbia. Compared to the CBS
TV series Elementary, which was also transported
to America but kept its main character British
and thus maintained at least some of its original
“Britishness”, everything in The Lizzie Bennet Diaries
was Americanised. Notwithstanding, nothing about
this Americanisation really disrupts the story
(not even the accents), possibly because the video
blog format allows the authors to tell rather than

Have you ever wondered where Elizabeth Bennet might work if she lived in the 21st century? What would Anne
Shirley think of poetry slams if she was a college student in 2013 Canada? What would Dr. Frankenstein look like
as a modern young woman? The internet has you covered. From all-time classics, such as Pride and Prejudice
or Little Women, to slightly more obscure works, such as The Secret Garden, or even some tales from Greek
mythology, people have decided to give their favourite heroes and heroines a makeover. This article attempts to get
down to the nitty-gritty of modern adaptations of classic literary works on YouTube, focusing on their originality,
interactivity, and contemporariness.

Reinventions
One can say that producing modern adaptations
of classic literary works on YouTube has become
something of a phenomenon as of late. Of course,
the idea itself is by no means new – theatre has been
doing it for a long time (e.g. My Fair Lady, All Shook
Up, West Side Story) and film and television have
kept up (e.g. Clueless, A.I.: Artificial Intelligence,
Pretty Woman). Some authors have not only
modernised the stories but also reimagined them
to such an extent that they barely resemble the
original, which can be said, for example, about the
1990 film Edward Scissorhands inspired by Mary
Shelley’s Frankenstein, or the 2001 film Bridget Jones’
Diary (and its sequels) inspired by Jane Austen’s
Pride and Prejudice.

Emma Approved
Courtesy of Pemberley Digital
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Frankenstein, MD
Courtesy of Pemberley Digital

show the audience the context. Additionally, as
the backgrounds used by the vloggers are simply
different walls, they are not country specific.

Vlogging and Interactivity
The fact that a video blog (or simply “vlog”) is the
go-to format for these projects also needs to be
highlighted. What is then the possible reason for this
great synthesis of modern adaptations and vlogs?
In his book Naked Lens: Video Blogging & Video
Journaling to reclaim the YOU in YouTube: Use Your
Camera to Ignite Creativity, Increase Mindfulness,
and View Life from a New Angle, Michael Sean
Kaminsky lists several reasons for starting a video
blog and thus “reclaiming video as a tool to use
rather than be used by” (17). Among these are:
communication, self-exploration, play with identity,
finding community, staying connected, making
history, and being a pioneer. Again, one may say
that that all of these key reasons fit really well with
the idea of a modern adaptation. Hence, vlogging
becomes a viable format for these projects.
When it comes to communication, Kaminsky notes
that “keeping a video journal fine-tunes the part of
yourself that feels drawn to help shape the world
around you” (17). Correspondingly, a video blog
can help enhance the main character’s ability to
communicate with the reader on a very personal
level – by identification, the sense of nowness,
and relevance, which is also closely related to selfexploration and staying connected.
Play with identity and connectivity are directly
related one of the pillars of the idea behind these
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project] will be able to challenge the border between
creator and consumer, by offering a new way of
displaying the devotion, artistry, and excitement
of fans and fandom by extending their ability to
contribute to the canon of a series.”

Contemporariness

The Lizzie Bennet Diaries
Courtesy of Pemberley Digital

projects: interactivity. According to Kaminsky,
“identity on-camera is more flexible than in real
life but also subtler and more honest than the old
text-based method of screen names and multiple
identities” (19). Modern adaptations of classic
novels take this identity-play even further by adding
several extra layers to the mix: besides the original
character, there is also the modern character, the
way this modern character chooses to present
themselves on their video blog, and then there is
the actor and the actor’s choice of direction when
it comes to portraying the character. That makes
at least five layers.
Therefore, it can be said that these projects contain
multitudes of meta-narratives, which makes
them multidimensional, which in turn makes
the audience think deeper about not only the
characters themselves, but their own position in
regards to them. However, these “meta-moments”
can also effectively disrupt the illusion, which
tends to happen during scenes in which the
characters discuss technical aspects of the video.
Specifically, one might find themselves weirded
out by the often awkward attempts of the authors
to explain why some of the most key scenes from
the story actually end up on camera (most often
they forget to turn off the computer or accidentally
switch the camera on).

Connectivity is then closely related to the way
these projects communicate in actual reality. As
has been mentioned, this does not only include
the communication between the characters and
the audience, but also the communication between
the characters outside of the video as a part of the
narrative. According to The Guardian, “authors
have always relied on communication techniques
as a narrative device – where Austen used letters
and Wilkie Collins had diary entries, now we have
Twitter, Tumblr and Instagram.” This is related
to the more prosaic part of such interactivity –
the physical ability of the real-life audience to
communicate with not only the authors, but also the
characters themselves. This can be done either in
the comment section under each video or on social
media, such as Twitter or Instagram. Moreover, this
sort of interactivity also further increases the metanarrative dimension of these projects.
In addition, the authors sometimes make special
Q&A videos on their channel, in which either the
characters or the actors answer questions from the
audience as a way of maintaining direct connection
between the creators and the fandom. Some of the
authors – such as Hannah and Karen of 221B –
even consider this interaction one of the main
objectives of their projects. On their Indiegogo
funding webpage, they said that they hope that “[the

Why do so many contemporary young writers,
filmmakers, and actors want to modernise
these old classics, then? The answer might be
that perhaps they want to take something they
know really well and that they used to love as
children and make it relevant in today’s world.
Contemporising does not necessarily have to
mean simply bringing a classic into the present
by giving Elizabeth Bennet a mobile phone or
having Sherlock Holmes googling for answers. It
also means including contemporary issues and
agendas, such as sexuality, gender equality, or
mental illness.
This is related to the last two of Kaminsky’s reasons
for starting a vlog: making history and being a
pioneer. After all, these authors can – while being
careful not the disrupt the integrity of the original
– use these projects as platforms to discuss these
issues whereas film and television productions
might run into problems in this area. This is why
the feminist undertones of Pride and Prejudice

are being highlighted and contemporised in The
Lizzie Bennet Diaries (e.g. Lydia and her abusive
boyfriend, Charlotte Lu’s technical abilities, or
Lizzie’s frequent fights with her mother about
being single), why there are many characters of
colour everywhere, why there is an LGBT character
in Green Gables Fables, or why the authors of 221B
and Frankenstein, MD, changed the gender of the
main characters.
All in all, these adaptations manage to fill a
very specific gap in popular culture and have
managed to do so by being original, interactive,
and contemporary. Consequently, that is how this
new postmodern multifaceted genre created by
fans for fans has become a phenomenon and will
remain one as long as there are enough metacombinations to choose from.
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Adapting Big Sisters: The
Intermediality of YouTubers
Autobiographical Advice
By Silke Jandl

Introduction
YouTube vlogger is the new dream job among
teenagers (see for example here and here); in fact,
over the past decade YouTubers have rapidly become
prominent role models and their highly subjective
advice is avidly sought after. The fan communities
that have evolved around YouTube vloggers have
proven not only to be eager consumers of audiovisual material but also dedicated readers of print
books. Starting in late 2014 numerous books
published by YouTubers have flooded the bestseller
lists across the globe. The CEO of Simon & Schuster,
Carolyn Reidy, has commented on this trend in
Publisher’s Weekly: “YouTube authors draw [sic]
new reader who, having seen the personalities on
the web, want to own a small piece of them. Online
videos are, by their nature, intangible; a printed book,
on the other hand, is anything but.” Accordingly, I
will explore the role of materiality and mediality in
the interrelationship between YouTube videos and
books. I will argue that the books YouTubers publish
can be analyzed as adaptations, as well as transmedial
expansions. I will be using Werner Wolf ’s theory of
intermediality in order to shed some light on certain
specific adaptation processes. I will furthermore
outline the relationship between YouTubers and their
viewers, which will aid in the understanding the
wide-spread trend of self-help books and videos.
I will lastly provide a brief intermedial analysis
focusing primarily on the audiobook versions of
two such books.

Adaptation, Intermediality
and Transmedia Storytelling
Given the strong ties between the book publications
and the writer’s YouTube content, I argue that

the books can be seen as adaptations of (part
of) their respective YouTube channels. Hannah
Hart, for example, has become famous for the
“My Drunk Kitchen” series on YouTube, and her
first book explicitly ties in with that series, as the
title clearly shows: My Drunk Kitchen: A Guide
to Eating, Drinking & Going with Your Gut. The
book includes all kinds of content Hart has put
on her YouTube channel, in addition to recipes,
general advice, personal anecdotes, and comedy.
The book also seeks to emulate the visual style and
the pun-based humor that is characteristic for the
channel. In a similar vein, most YouTubers’ books
can be classified as adaptations. The two books I
will be focusing on in my intermedial analysis are
also adaptations of the respective writers YouTube
channels. Grace Helbig’s Grace’s Guide: The Art of
Pretending to be a Grown-Up is an adaptation of
Helbig’s humor, aesthetic style and her pre-planned
videos (as opposed to her “stream of consciousness
videos”). Carrie Hope Fletcher’s What I Know
Now: Wonderings and Reflections of Growing up
Gracefully, is an adaptation of two specific kinds of
videos that she frequently uploads to her channel:
videos about Fletcher’s past experiences and issues
she discusses that have mostly been inspired by the
interactions with her subscribers in the comments,
on Tumblr and on Twitter.
While a YouTuber’s personal life memoir might not
have been the story Henry Jenkins had in mind,
it is useful to apply the concept of transmedia
storytelling to them. Jenkins is one of the most
prominent scholars who has significantly shaped
the understanding of transmedia storytelling,
specifically in Convergence Culture, but also on his
blog Confessions of an ACA-Fan. Given the complex
interconnectedness between YouTube content,
book, and social media output, it is also helpful
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to take transmedia storytelling, and specifically
the subcategory of transmedial expansion, into
consideration. Jenkins conceptualizes transmedia
storytelling as the simultaneous dispersion of a
story over several distinct media. Unlike transmedia
storytelling in general, which assumes that there is
no hierarchy between the media or storylines within
a transmedia story, a transmedial expansion has
one clearly identifiable core medium around which
other media expand on characters, plot, and setting.
The YouTube channel has clearly established itself
as the core medium not least because activity on
YouTube and various social media sites has been
upheld or even increased during and well after the
publication of the books. In virtually all cases of
YouTubers publishing books, the YouTube channel
and personality has grown a following over several
years by the more or less regular uploading of videos
to the website and the building of a consistent
personality brand. As it is of key importance that
the YouTube channel and the book that might grow
out of it present a unified personality brand, the
resulting publications can gainfully be analyzed
as transmedial expansions. Given that the loyal
and engaged fan bases around YouTubers are most
likely what made them attractive to publishers like
Penguin, Simon & Schuster, and Little Brown in the
first place, it is crucial to examine the relationship
between YouTubers and their viewers in more
detail.
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are generally aware that many subscribers regard
them as friends; some even actively encourage this
notion. Shane Dawson, for example, emphasizes
that “I’m also here to be your friend and to
hopefully help you and I’m glad that I could do that”
(Dawson, “AM I A VIRGIN?”). Others even go as
far as to suggest that the friendship-like relationship
is mutual, as Tanya Burr does in Love, Tanya: “I love
reading all your comments and tweets and feel so
lucky that I get to chat to people I think of as friends
all around the world” (Burr, 2015: 8).

Vlogging: Amateur Experts, Friends
and Role Models

Helbig, in the introduction to her first book Grace’s
Guide: The Art of Pretending to be a Grown-Up,
takes the friendship-like relationship into another
direction, when she states that she sees herself as
“the Internet’s awkward older sister. I may not
have ALL the answers, but I’ve got my own advice,
opinions, and theories to help get you through this
arbitrary piss den called life” (Helbig, 2014: 10).
Similarly, Carrie Hope Fletcher has established
herself as an “honorary big sister” early on in her
YouTube career. In a video that she herself titled
“Honorary Big Sister” she encourages especially
teenagers to turn to her for advice (Fletcher,
“Honorary Big Sister”). This notion of Fletcher as an
older sibling has been taken up as a selling point by
her publisher; it is repeatedly used in the marketing
of her book, be it in the author description on the
book jacket or the quote from a fan above the blurb,
describing Fletcher as a “kind, caring and witty big
sister. If you’ve ever got a worry about anything,
she always has a wise and hopeful word to share”
(Fletcher, 2015).

One of the key reasons why YouTubers are
increasingly seen as role models is the format most
YouTubers use to interact with their audience: the
vlog. The vlog, short for video blog, is a precondition
for a dedicated and trusting fan base. In vlogs the
camera is predominantly focused on the face of the
YouTuber which creates the illusion of face-to-face
communication. This set-up often seems to result in
the perception of authentic intimacy that is usually
associated with friendships. Indeed, “people feel like
you’re their best friend […],” Grace Helbig pointed
out in an interview with Amy Poehler. YouTubers

In her introduction Fletcher goes into some depth,
reflecting on her own, and her colleagues’, status as
role models. She sees the consistent uploading of
vlogs and especially sharing personal stories online
as a major reason why viewers look up to them.
She goes on to explain the appeal of turning to
YouTubers with problems, worries and questions:
“My inbox is filled to the brim, daily, with
questions that the askers wouldn’t dare discuss
with their parents, teachers or other authority
figures that they find scary. You turn to me, us,
the generation of vloggers and bloggers, because
we’re close enough in age that you know we
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understand and you feel like you know us so well
because of the amount of our lives, experiences
and stories we share with you, but we’re distant
enough from your situations for you not to feel
too exposed when confiding in us your deepest,
darkest issues. You feel somewhat anonymous
and therefore you open up more and aren’t as
scared to ask for help” (Fletcher, 2015: xxiv).
Self-help as a concept that transcends media
grows naturally out of the expectations for and
conventions of vlogging. Vlogging necessarily puts
the emphasis on the self and authenticity, while it
also foregrounds personal experience and personal
growth. YouTube vloggers usually present their
own lives positively, showing off new houses, skills,
relationships, cars, and pets, as well as chronicling
mental and physical health progress. While
YouTubers on occasion explicitly remind their
viewers that they are not perfect and the content
they present online is by definition a polished and
carefully selected version of themselves, many
teenagers want to emulate their lifestyle.
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A sense of responsibility has grown out of the
awareness of their status as role models for a
predominantly teenage audience, which has resulted
in numerous advice videos on a range of different
topics including, bullying, school, friendships,
sex and sexuality. The positive reinforcement via
comments from viewers who have found courage
or comfort in such videos and ask for more advice
has then led to a strong focus on advice in the books
YouTubers have recently published. The demand for
advice is in fact so high, that YouTubers frequently
take up suggestions and question in their videos to
specifically answer a query from a viewer on social
media and discuss an issue that was brought up
in the comments. At the same time the majority
of these videos also set out to be encouraging and
motivational, as the outspoken goal of making
content online is often to “make someone’s day
better” by providing funny, entertaining and helpful
content.
Even though it might seem to fans that YouTubers
are sharing the majority of their lives online, in
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videos, social media, meet and greets, and their
books, the self-imposed obligation to produce
motivational content leads to the polished
and near-perfect lives that viewers experience
in videos. This has also had rather serious
consequences. Several YouTubers have taken the
opportunity of writing autobiographical books as
to add some complexity and relate some rather
dark experiences they have chosen not to disclose
to their viewers. Thus, Jenn McAllister discusses
how she was doxxed. Doxxing is the hacking of
somebody’s personal information and making
it freely available online. This includes phone
numbers, credit card information, social media
passwords, addresses etc. McAllister describes how
she and her family had to cancel credit cards, get
new phone numbers and eventually move house
as a result of incessant privacy transgressions
following the cyber-attack. This is a common
threat for YouTubers, and a problem overall
because law enforcement often still struggles with
the concept and the handling of such attacks. Even
though McAllister asserts that she was too afraid,
terrified and upset to talk about it at the time, she
addresses the issue in her book: “I’m going to share
it with you guys now because ultimately it’s part of
my story and it’s important to know these things
can happen.” (McAllister, 2015: 118)
Felicia Day devotes a chapter on reflections about
#GamerGate and the dire consequences of her
speaking up about her experiences in the gamer
community that very quickly turned hostile
towards women. Day had been doxxed the year
before speaking up about #GamerGate and again
as a result of it, she was weary of including any
mention of it in her book: “I had to think long and
hard about writing this chapter, and I know there’s
a good chance I will have more of my privacy
violated as a result. There will certainly be another
flood of online attacks because of it.” (Day, 2015:
249)
Justine Ezarik, aka iJustine, goes into some detail
about an incident with a Swat Team evacuating
her and her boyfriend because of the “prank” of
a fan who had gotten a hold of her home address.
It is rather interesting that the only YouTubers

who thematized these kinds of incidents in their
books, are all female and their online content often
is on male dominated topics like technology and
gaming. This goes to show that despite the utopic
positivity that characterizes most YouTube videos,
there is a large and potentially dangerous gender
divide deeply ingrained in some parts of the
YouTube community. These three instances also
exemplify how sharing the harrowing effects of
being “internet famous” can fulfil a several goals:
to connect emotionally with the fans who bought
the book, to present a more balanced image of
life as a YouTuber, and to show how some fans’
misguided desire to get close to them affects their
life and safety.
Because most YouTubers choose not to share any
seriously negative aspects of their lives it is rather
easy to romanticize them and their lives, which is
most likely why so many (pre-) teenagers turn to
them for advice in all areas of life. Indeed, this is
a trend so wide-spread that all of the non-fiction
publications by YouTubers share the explicit desire
to make the book a helpful guide for their readers1.
This is typically achieved via the combination of
straightforward lists of tips and advice or via telling
personal anecdotes. Sharing personal anecdotes
is a quintessential part of any YouTube vlogger’s
online content. Adapting their style of relating
such anecdotes, thus, is crucial for the success of
a transmedial expansion. This is especially true if
the transmedial expansion is an autobiographical
book that promises – implicitly as well as explicitly
– to provide more in depth discussion of personal
stories. According to Publisher’s Weekly, Jennifer
Bergstrom, publisher at Gallery Books, an imprint
of Simon & Schuster’s, explains that “fans see
books as more intimate means of connecting
with their favorite online stars than watching and
commenting on a video.” Connor Franta stresses
the intended effect of such anecdotes when he
claims that one of the main reasons he decided
to write a memoir was “[t]o share the challenges
I’ve faced in my twenty-two years on earth – some
universal, some intensely personal – and hope that
they can comfort you, guide you, or just make you
feel less alone with your own challenges” (Franta,
2015: 8). Much of the content that YouTubers post

The content of some of their fiction books (bullying, friendships, relationships and careers) and their protagonists (mostly teenage protagonists who struggle in
social situations) suggests that the desire to help and represent younger fans is also a concern in the fiction YouTubers have published so far.
1
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online or print in their books indeed is attested
by fans to be helpful, and their transmedial advice
is taken as a resource despite an explicitly and
repeatedly proclaimed lack of qualification.
Qualifications, however, do not seem to be a priority
on the Internet, a fact to which the innumerable
amateur DIY videos, tutorials, how-to videos and
“let’s plays” attest. The past few years have seen
a rise in appreciation for the “amateur expert,”
a concept that seems to be especially applicable
to YouTubers. Beauty gurus like Michelle Phan,
Louise Pentland and Tanya Burr, for example have
become quite famous with their make-up tutorials
and fashion advice, which over time has turned
them into professionals in the field of make-up
and fashion. Pentland has a clothing line, Michelle
Phan and Tanya Burr have their respective make-up
lines; and all three of them have gone on to write
books on beauty. A strong focus even in books that
have a clear practical application was laid on the
autobiography of the writers and their life advice
for younger readers.

There is an undeniable appeal to learn from
amateurs; perhaps because they suggest that their
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skill level can potentially and eventually be reached
and surpassed, or perhaps because the task of
learning a skill or indeed growing personally and
professionally does not seem too daunting when the
process is consistently documented. The implication
of presenting the practical application of a skill
step-by-step or the documentation of one’s personal
life is that anybody could emulate them. Vloggers
suggest with their videos that self-improvement,
and with it success and happiness are within reach.
Videos and (Audio-)Books: An Intermedial Analysis
of Grace’s Guide and All I Know Now All YouTubers’
books are intermedial in one way or another.
Plurimedaility is perhaps the most common and
most clearly identifiable form of intermediality.
Plurimediality, according to Wolf encompasses
both media combination, i.e. in instances where
media are next to each other and could potentially
be meaningful on their own (e.g. text and image
in an illustrated book), and media hybrids, i.e. in
instances where different media co-dependently
make meaning (e.g. in film where image, music
and text are combined to make a whole) (see Wolf,
2002: 173). Plurimediality, thus, describes how a
range of media might co-exist to make and add
to meaning in any particular work. Grace’s Guide
is quite obviously plurimedial: it includes lots of
pictures, as well as screen shots from her YouTube
videos and makes use of several different modes,
such as changing background colors and fonts. All
of these components make the whole book into a
plurimedial experience that relies on visual and
textual elements almost in equal measure.
The importance of the intricate interplay of visual
and verbal modes in this book is perhaps best
exemplified by looking at its audiobook version.
Even though the writer’s voice reading the text
arguably assists in identifying humor, sarcasm
and intentions more easily, the absence of visual
markers ultimately results in a drastically reduced
experience. Helbig’s physical book offers a variety
of segments that work best in print but do not work
as well, or at all, in the audiobook. The worksheets
included in the book are ill-suited to the auditive
medium, as they are intended to be filled out
and contemplated in some depth, which is made

difficult to impossible by the predetermined pace
of an audiobook. Moreover, Helbig is a comedian
and has provided numerous visually based jokes as
well as intermedial references that are completely
glossed over in the audiobook version.
By contrast, Fletchers print book only minimally
relies on visual elements, except for a few
illustrations as well as some subtle variety in fonts
and coloring. For the audiobook, however, Fletcher
has taken care to add “bonus material” exclusive to
the audiobook. It includes three bonus tracks at the
end of the audiobook. Two of these bonus tracks
are “tags,” which are in fact staples of YouTube,
and thus intermedial references. The attempt to
incorporate a genre of video into the audiobook,
specifically the collaborative sibling tag and the
boyfriend tag, works well despite the lack of the
visual component. To some degree this is due to
the fact that, unlike the rest of the audiobook,
these tags are live recordings that include some
pauses, interruptions and mistakes, which is not

acceptable in the bulk of the audiobook. Moreover,
viewers, and most likely the majority of listeners
have already seen Fletcher’s brother Tom and her
boyfriend Pete, as both of them are YouTubers
themselves. Because all three of them are well
established in the audio-visual medium, and have
frequently collaborated in videos, their mannerisms
are so familiar that the purely auditive interactions
between them are sufficient to make these bonus
tracks an effective listening experience. Thus, while
some YouTubers have managed to find medium
specific ways to compensate for the lack of visual
components in their audiobooks, others such as
Helbig’s seem to be secondary and even inferior to
the print version because of the failure to consider
and adapt to medium specific affordances.
While plurimediality is in the foreground of
Helbig’s book, implicit intermedial reference is a
central aspect of Fletcher’s. Implicit intermedial
references are instances in which one medium
attempts to imitate another. Such references often
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Another kind of amateur expert is Charlie
McDonnell, who became YouTube famous through
his vlogs and his tutorial on how to make proper
English Tea; and who decided against doing his
A-levels because he could make a living from
making YouTube videos at 16. On October 16, 2016
he released a book on science titled Fun Science:
A Guide to Life, the Universe and Why Science is
so Awesome. With his book McDonnell seeks to
explain the universe, elements, cells and other
scientific areas of interest. In his introduction
he attempts to “make my case as to why I think
non-scientists can be just as good (if not possibly
better… maybe… very maybe) at sharing the best
and most interesting scientific knowledge with the
world” (8). He proposes “to divide people who talk
about science into two different groups: scientists
and science communicators,” (16), and accordingly
aspires to become a science communicator in order
to instill enthusiasm for science and the scientific
method in his readers.
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lay higher value on mimicking structure, form and
medium specific conventions rather than content.

Accordingly, Fletcher’s book is structured like a
theatre play: it is divided into eight acts, complete
with a prologue, an overture, an interval and
a finale, props and a curtain call. More than
anything else this intermedial reference serves
as an allusion to Fletcher’s professional life. After
all she stresses in her “Prologue” that she is: “first
and foremost, above all else, an actress and a
singer […].” (xi) The “interval,” which features
the only full page-sized illustration in the book, is
also an intermedial reference. It depicts Fletcher
herself as Eponine, a character in the musical Les
Miserables. Fletcher played Eponine in a West
End production at the time she was writing the
book. While the reference will be clear to those
familiar with her role and her costume – which
she has shown in her videos on several occasions
– the illustration comes without explanation or
further context, depending entirely on the prior
knowledge of her readers to decode the reference.
Including these intermedial references in the
book subtly and continually reminds readers
that Fletcher has a professional career besides
YouTube, which adds a degree of authority to
the 22-year-old writer.

Conclusion
I hope to have shown that YouTubers’ books can
be seen as adaptations of their online content.
This makes maintaining a unified personality
brand a crucial goal, and these brands are
often characterized by positivity rather than
complexity. Nevertheless, the continuity, both
in personality and upload schedule, contribute
to the bond many subscribers feel with
YouTubers. This closeness is partly facilitated,
elicited and encouraged by the vlog form and
vlog conventions. Thus, certain expectations
are attached to watching vlogs. Authenticity,
intimacy and immediacy are presumed attributes
of the vlog. This is a major reason why viewers are
not only eager to ask for advice but also earnestly
take the advice their role models dole out. The
resulting wave of bestselling autobiographical

advice books by YouTubers is, thus, a primary
example for the recent success of the amateur
expert in traditional media. Ultimately, I hope
to have tied these components together in
showing how an intermedial analysis can aid in
understanding current transmedial trends.
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Before Beasts And Cursed Child
There Was A Very Potter Musical
By Barbara Ocsovayová

You have read the books, you have seen the films, but have you heard about the musical? A Very Potter Musical
is a parodic adaptation of Harry Potter that pays tribute to the story of the boy-who-lived whilst being fresh with
original jokes.
At the University of Michigan, a group of young
people named Team StarKid decided it would be a
totally awesome1 idea to write a musical based on
the Harry Potter series. Performances of the musical
took place at the Basement Arts theatre and one of
them was recorded and put on Youtube. That was
in 2009, and now, seven years later, A Very Potter
Musical has almost 13 million views. It has become
a stepping stone for Team StarKid and has created a
huge fanbase. However, they will always be known
for this supermegafoxyawesomehot musical about
Harry Potter.
But what makes A Very Potter Musical - and its two
sequels A Very Potter Sequel and A Very Potter Senior
Year – so enjoyable and popular?

“No way this year anyone’s gonna die
and it’s gonna be totally awesome!”

Music
The original lyrics are full of puns, slang, and terms
from the world of Harry Potter. Along with music,
they are mainly a creation of Darren Criss and A.
J. Holmes. A true StarKid fan knows every single
word to the ten minutes long opening number
“Goin’ Back To Hogwarts”. Its lyrics are amazing in
their simplicity and hilarity and because the song is
accompanied by catchy music, it is easy to learn it
by heart and sing along – as well as the other songs
from the musical. Some of them are quite touching,
deep enough to draw a tear and become the most
memorable ones. As Hermione Granger sings “The

Coolest Girl”, you believe she is indeed the coolest
girl in the whole wide world and there is no one
who can bring her down. “Not Alone” makes you
remember how heartless the world was to the three
good friends, and reminds you of the times when
Harry was just a boy living in a cupboard under some
stairs.

“I’ve been alone, surrounded by
darkness. And I’ve seen how heartless,
the world can be.”

Originality
Characters
The characters themselves get a brand-new portrayal
and albeit this might be confusing and a bit of a
throwback for some hardcore Harry Potter fans, if
one gets used to it, even a douchey Harry will become
their favourite. Let’s not forget about Draco Malfoy
who is actually played by a woman and is ready to
travel to Pigfarts – a wizarding school located on
Mars. Of course, it cannot be forgotten what an
awful headmaster Albus Dumbledore really is and
how melodramatic Severus Snape can be. The most
loveable character though? Lord Voldemort himself.

“You think killing people might make
them like you, but it doesn’t. It just
makes people dead.”
- Lord Voldemort

This article uses informal language taken from the musical (indicated by cursive and hypertext links to the songs) to remain authentic to its own original register,
and is also written in a subjective tone.
1
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StarKid bring their own twist to a story that fans
are already familiar with. They manage to surprise
their audience and make everything just a tad more
entertaining. A duet sung by Draco and Ron about
their love for Hermione is one of the additions which
still maintains an authentic vibe.
The writers, Nick and Matt Lang, also filled their
storylines with a great number of cultural references
drawn from different movie and book franchises.
An example of that is when Harry’s statue is thrown
down only to be replaced by a statue of Spider-Man.
Much to Harry’s dismay, it is one of Andrew Garfield
and not of Tobey Maguire, a fan favourite.

Fans
What the writers might have been counting on
though, and what makes their amateur musical –
with simple cardboard props and a guy with a guitar
playing the famous Harry Potter – lovable, are the

fans of Potter who understand and notice all the
little bits and details in it. The writers and actors are
hardcore fans themselves and through their shared
passion they connected to millions of fans around
the world.
There might be a new play about Harry Potter and
four more movies yet to come, but one could try
to overcome the possible scepticism one can have
against a fan-made production, and go back to
Hogwarts. At least once more. I promise you, it’s
gonna be totally awesome.

Team StarKid
Formed at the University of Michigan in
2009, StarKid represents a coalition of
writers, directors, actors and designers
dedicated to creating accessible, quality
theater for the modern era. Besides creating
nine original musical, they embarked on
two national tours and hit over 180 million
views on YouTube.
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It Don’t Mean a Thing if It Ain’t Got
That Swing
By Martina Krénová

On hearing the phrase “swing dance”, many imagine old Hollywood movies with dancers dressed in sailor‘s
uniforms, which is not untrue of swing dance and music, but it is only a part of the swing era which in some
form has survived to today. When looking into the history of swing dance and music, one realizes that it is so
much more than a craze – it is a phenomenon that has overcome racial prejudice and inequality and connected
millions of people.
The story of swing is partly about poverty, crime,
and sex, but chiefly about race and it starts in New
York in 1920s. Just as the US is segregated, so is
the music scene. While white people listen to the
music that developed from foxtrots and polkas,
African Americans listen to the jazz of New Orleans.
However, they all have one thing in common – to
forget the horrors of World War I and have fun,
which means dancing. An important figure is Paul
Whiteman, whose big band plays music that has
jazz elements but at the same time relies heavily
on classical music. He plays in hotels where white
people can have fun, dance the Charleston, and
forget about the war. Another important person is
George Gershwin, who collaborates with Whiteman,
and composes Rhapsody in Blue that also has jazz
elements. But all these organised bands or orchestras
are missing one thing – the improvised sounds of
jazz.
There is one spectacular jazz player who captivates
not only Paul Whiteman, but a great number of both
white people and people of color – the one and only
Louis Armstrong. If anyone is behind the origin
of swing, it is Louis Armstrong with his incredible
improvisation skills combined with jazz rhythm. He
can invent new melodies on the spot and he sets the
scene for those who come after him. He comes from
New Orleans, a melting pot of different people with
various musical backgrounds. New Orleans produces
some of the best jazz musicians of the era such as
Sidney Bechet, Tuts Washington, Louis Prima and
many others. Jazz is a means for people to express
themselves, to have their voice heard, and at the
same time experience the joy of freedom and self-

expression. As Emmet Price explains:
“People sing because they can’t vote. People play
musical instruments because they do not have
political power, social mobility… People sing or
play music because they don’t have economic
opportunities. People sing and play music because
they don’t have a system of justice that is equal
to what was going on in terms of citizenship, so
music played very practical and functional role.
It was the primary method, if you will, of means
of expression and communication for people who
felt ostracized and disenfranchised”.
This freedom of expression that comes from jazz
music and Louis Armstrong’s exceptional skills
draws the attention of outsiders. When a certain
New Yorker, Fletcher Henderson, hears Louis
Armstrong play, he, according to the jazz historian
Stanley Crouch, tells everyone that he has heard
„someone who can really swing“. It is the first time
this phrase has been used and the fusion of these
two musicians starts the era everybody has heard
of: swing. Henderson starts putting the music
they produce on paper, which big bands can later
reproduce. The arrangements are written in a way
that when big bands play, people want to dance to
their music: a section of the band plays the melody,
the others back the up with riffs or shouts and then
they exchange their parts, and it results in something
unique, the so-called swing formula.
While most people listen to musicians such as
Gershwin, Harlem listens to swing. Although the
emergence of swing coincides with the Harlem
Renaissance, the movement does not include swing.
At the Savoy Cup 2016.
Eric Esquivel, flickr.com, CC BY-NC-SA 2.0
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Nevertheless, Harlem becomes the place where
African Americans are free to express themselves,
so it should not come as a surprise that the popular
new music flourishes there. Duke Ellington, one of
the greatest composers of the 20th century comes

You said it’s very difficult. It may be very
difficult to you, but it was never difficult
to me. Because I never dwelled on those
things. I never said ‘oh why did I have to
be black and suffer through this’. I had
never thought like that. My purpose was
just different from that. I am not bitter
and I never was.
to Harlem and takes swing to a new level, and by
the late 1920s swing has become the most popular
music there.
As swing is produced so that people want to dance to
it, it is not surprising that dance becomes inseparable
from the music. In 1926, the biggest and most
famous ballroom of Harlem is opened – The Savoy.
The ballroom can hold up to 4,000 people and it
is unlike many ballrooms in one aspect - it has nodiscrimination policy. Though the majority of people
dancing there are African Americans, there are nights
when the participation of white people and people of
colour is 50/50. The new dance, which will become
the most common swing dance, has been created
and perfected there – the Lindy Hop, which African
Americans have adapted from the Charleston, danced
by white people (there are other types of swing dance
such as the Charleston, Balboa, Shag, Jitterbug, etc.,
and even within those there are subgenres). One of the
first and most famous dancers of the Savoy Ballroom,
Shorty George is credited with giving the Lindy Hop
its name. According to legend, during a 1928 dance
marathon in New York City, a reporter sees Shorty
George break away from his partner and improvises a
step in the current of the style of the Harlem dancers
and asks Shorty to name the step. With newspaper
headlines of Charles Lindbergh’s historic transatlantic
flight (or “Hop”) at the top of people’s minds, Shorty
pauses a second and then responds that he is “doin’
the Hop…the Lindy Hop!”

George H. Snowden (stage name Shorty George),
is one of the legends of the Savoy Ballroom who
forms the first professional Lindy Hop dance group.
Snowden’s stage name comes from his height; he
is barely 5 feet tall. He uses his height for comedic
purposes as well and creates one of the most famous
steps – the Shorty George – which lowers him even
more. With Big Bea, they form an unforgettable
dance couple and it is their signature move – Big
Bea walking Shorty on her back off the stage - that
inspires the future star Frankie Manning to come
up with “air steps”.
The challengers to Shorty’s dance group are Whitey’s
Lindy Hoppers. Whitey, or Herbert White – who gets
his nickname because of his streak of white hair – is
a former boxer who has a knack for seeing talent in
the dancers of the Savoy. Whitey sets up a group of
talented dancers and a friendly rivalry with Shorty
George’s group begins. Battles between them are of
friendly nature and mostly about joy, fun and learning
new steps1. Whitey’s group quickly rises to fame and
even appears in some Hollywood films such as A Day
at the Races, Hellzapoppin’, etc. Although they rise to
fame and are free to express themselves at the Savoy,
when performing elsewhere they are often the targets
of racial prejudice and discrimination. Frankie
Manning, one of the dancers of the troupe recalls
that one day when they opened for Billie Holiday,
they were told to leave the audience after they sat
down to watch her perform. When they tell Billie
about it, she tells the hotel manager that unless they
are allowed to be there, she will stop performing. This
kind of discrimination is not uncommon; African
Americans can perform for white people, but they are
not allowed in the audience with them. They cannot
appear on the same stage or in the same photos as
white people either, as Ruthie Reingold recollects.
Ruthie and Harry Rosenberg are Jewish dancers who
have been invited to perform with Whitey’s group.
When performing in nightclubs for mostly white
audiences, people scream in shock when they see
a white couple performing on the same stage with
people of colour. And when official photos are taken,
Ruthie and Harry cannot be included.
But racial discrimination cannot stop them and
Whitey’s group produces swing’s most famous
dancer, now also the ambassador of the Lindy Hop
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– Frankie Manning. Frankie starts dancing in the
Savoy in his teenage years and quickly becomes
one of the best. Inspired by Shorty and Big Bea,
he invents air steps, or aerials, which helps the
group rise to fame. Although he never thinks
of himself as a choreographer, he choreographs
the spectacular recorded sequence in the movie
Hellzapoppin’. The swing dance era is interrupted
by the outbreak of World War II, Frankie joins the
Army, which he describes as the worst time of his
life and he does not like to talk about it. Frankie
stops dancing actively in the 1950s and for the next
thirty years swing is on the wane, but in the 1980s
swing experiences a revival and Frankie is a part
of it. One day he gets a phone call from a swing
enthusiast who asks him to teach her some moves,
and from then on, swing dance is on the rise again.
Frankie participates in many festivals all over the
world, as his son Chezz describes, Frankie dances
forty weekends a year. Swing experiences a revival
on Broadway as well and Frankie’s choreography
of Black and Blue earns him a Tony Award in 1989.
But it is mostly Frankie’s attitude that makes him
such a great ambassador of swing. When asked
about being a target of racial discrimination and
coming to terms with it, he gracefully replies:
“You said it’s very difficult. It may be very
difficult to you, but it was never difficult to
me. Because I never dwelled on those things.
I never said ‘oh why did I have to be black and
suffer through this’. I had never thought like
that. My purpose was just different from that. I
am not bitter and I never was … I guess I look
upon it as ‘this person is ignorant because he
does not know me, he does not know how I
feel, what I can do, what my capabilities are,
he can only see the color of me and that’s what
he is looking at’”.
His personal feelings reflect what the policy of the
Savoy Ballroom was in the 20s and forward, which
was about the capabilities of the dancers, not the
color of their skin. People went there to enjoy the
dance, not to dwell on racial differences, which
was unusual in that era. Frankie recalls: “Most of
the time the Savoy was primarily black; this was

just a regular night. But when they had somebody
like Benny Goodman and Chick Webb there, that
place was half and half ”. Benny Goodman earns the
credit for bringing swing to Hollywood. Although
Benny Goodman does not look at skin color, he is
afraid of the ramifications of having a multiracial
ensemble in his band, therefore when touring, he
brings only white musicians with him.
After swing is revived in the 1980s, Frankie starts
dancing actively again and becomes an ambassador
of swing. Even after his death in 2009, he continues
to inspire thousands and thousands of new and
old swing dancers with what had been his positive

People sing because they can’t vote.
People play musical instruments
because they do not have political
power, social mobility…
attitude to dancing and enjoying life to the fullest.
In one of his interviews he even says that many of
the world’s problems would be solved if everybody
danced. He says that swing protected them from
getting into trouble or drugs, because the joy it
gave them was better than any drug, i.e. dance
was their drug. Adults of the era also compare its
effects with the effects of drugs, but in a negative
way a psychiatrist Dr. A.A. Brill put it: “Swing acts
as a narcotic and makes teenagers forget reality. It
is like taking a drug.” This statement corresponds
very much with what Frankie Manning says, but
its effects were not dangerous – unlike what white
adults, who were slow to adjust to the new youth
pop culture, thought. In retrospect, although swing
has never served as a political agenda, and its main
purpose is to have fun, it has also overcome racial
prejudice and discrimination, and connected people.
Nowadays its popularity is growing and the message
of sharing love, joy, and fun is being spread more and
more. For every individual swing means a different
thing, for some it is about community, for some
about performances and competitions, for others
about meeting new people, communicating through
dance, or having fun, but it never restrains and only
commands one thing: It has to swing.
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Adapting Literature into Cakes
By Martina Krénová

Are you a bookworm and a passionate baker? Have you ever wondered if the food in literary works carries a deeper
meaning? If so, there is no one to stop you from exploring the world of adapting literature into meals, biscuits,
cakes… You might discover hidden treasures you would not necessarily find otherwise, and in addition you will
enjoy the fruits of your labor. If you need inspiration, creators of the Literary Kitchen blog, Nicoletta Asciutto
and Amy Smith, provide you with great recipes and insightful analyses of literary works of different genres and
periods from the fourteenth century onwards.
How is the blog organised? The blog posts are sorted
by country, genre, and time period, so it is easy to
search for posts that one finds most interesting. All
posts are careful combinations of literary analyses
and recipes intertwined with authors’ commentaries,
which provide readers with insights not only about
literature and delicious recipes, but also with warm
and fuzzy feeling. If a reader’s social media is filled
with constant wedding news, they might identify

with Amy’s summer experience. In addition, readers
can even try making a wedding cake following Amy’s
recipe. Moreover, one learns that Miss Havisham’s
wedding cake in Charles Dickens’ Great Expectations
might represent not only Miss Havisham’s rotted
heart but it also may represent the whole society.
Although recipes are a huge part of their blog, you
can also find quizzes there. So, next time you are
reading Shakespeare, be on the lookout for food in his

Welsh Cakes from Under Milk Wood. Photo courtesy of Nicoletta Asciuto.

Miss Havisham’s wedding cake. Photo courtesy of Amy Smith.

works – however beware of meat pies when reading
Titus Andronicus – if you wish to excel in Nicoletta’s
and Amy’s quiz. Chocolate lovers can read about
literary chocolate history and listen to Nicoletta’s and
Amy’s podcast. Furthermore, Nicoletta Asciuto, who
spent a week at Masaryk University giving lectures
on Modernism earlier this semester, kindly spared a
few minutes to answer questions on how their project
came about.

As for time… it depends. We both choose our topics
in advance (although Amy generally well before
than I do!), so as to have time to do some research
on the best recipe to use, try that recipe, take the
pictures and write the blog post. I am not sure about
Amy, but I would say it normally takes me a couple
of weeks, from inception to the “full product”. We
both have full-time jobs now, and so we have to do
this in our spare time, and so blog work gets more
spread out across various days/weeks.

What gave you the idea to start the blog? How long
have you been doing it?
The idea was born out of the anticipated sense of
void we felt would come after submitting our PhD
theses. We knew it would not be easy to find a job
immediately after, so both Amy and I felt we needed
something to keep us busy, as well as something to
make us go back to our love of literature, and rediscover other works which we didn’t necessarily
have to write or teach on. The blog has been running
for exactly two years now, as our first blog post went
live on 5th November 2014.
How do you choose the work you are going to adapt
and analyze? Do you take turns with Amy or do you
bake and write whenever you find inspiration? How
much time do you usually spend on each bake and
article?
Normally, we write about a book we have been
reading recently, and which has struck our fancy
because of a recipe in it, or something we are going to
teach… the possibilities are endless! We usually take
turns now, especially since Amy and I don’t live in
the same town anymore, so it is easier to coordinate.
In the very beginning, we often prepared things
together – which was a lot of fun!

Bread in Thomas Hardy’s works. Photo courtesy of Amy Smith.

Do your students know about it and do they use the
blog? Do you encourage them to take such a creative
approach to literature?
When we first started with the blog, we were both
part-time teachers at Durham University and I
remember wet told our students, and also some
members of staff in the English department there.
The latter were especially supportive, as they
advertised our blog to students (sometimes even
during lectures!), as we often covered texts which
were taught in some of the core modules at Durham.
As for my current students, they don’t know and so
far, no connections between the module content and
food have come up, so I haven’t had an opportunity
to direct them to the blog. I think if I were teaching
on a module on Food in Literature, I would totally
tell them, and maybe find ways to make them use it!
What are your plans for the future? Will you open a
café one day?
We would love to! Maybe, one day when we are tired
of our current jobs! I do think a café with recipes
from books is still a great project, worth pursuing.
As for the next blog posts, you can expect an exotic
twist…
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Letter from Abroad: Studying in the
Festival City
By Michaela Zikmundová

“You can study that?” is usually the first question I get whenever I mention my current postgraduate programme
to anybody. “Of course you can,” I reply. “And what city is better to study festival management than Edinburgh,
right?”

Location Location Location
If you are not familiar with Edinburgh’s reputation,
start by googling Edinburgh Fringe, Edinburgh
International Festival or simply Edinburgh festival
city. You will learn that there are basically festivals
of everything – science, literature, music, film,
storytelling, and the list goes on. It therefore only
made sense for me to make Edinburgh my new home
and Queen Margaret University offers just the right
programme to help me on my journey – MA in Arts,
Festival and Cultural Management.

The history of Queen Margaret dates back to
1875 but today’s brand new sustainable university
campus was opened in 2007 in Musselburgh, only
6 minutes from the Edinburgh Waverley train
station. Musselburgh is a cute little seaside town.
This primarily means that when you need to clear
your head and get away from the books or hyper
undergrads, you can take a 15 to 20-minute walk to
the Fisherrow Harbour and stare at the waves for a

If you dream about having an entire
library to yourself, including numerous
study rooms, you can simply grab a
blanket and head there in the middle
of the night.
while. In case you need to see more sand and more
dogs running around, you can walk a little further
to the beautiful Portobello seaside, where the view
is even nicer and promenade longer.

Campus Life
The campus itself offers all the basics for your student
life – you can even find Starbucks in the academic
building. Moreover, we have a Student Union with
Maggie’s, our own café slash bar, and there are also
great sports facilities with a hall and a gym. Some
of the brave frost-resistant souls living in the halls
make use of the trim track which goes around the
whole campus, and an outdoor gym. For a bit of
peace and quiet outside right on campus, you can
Copyright Zuzana Kovácsová
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hang out at or visit a nice little area with a duck pond.
To be perfectly honest, I personally do not go near
the pond unless I absolutely have to, since the swans
who live there look vaguely threatening and are not
afraid to get close to you.

The history of Queen Margaret dates
back to 1875.

Most importantly, and this is frankly my favourite
part, you live just a few steps away from the Learning
Resource Centre that is open 24/7. If you dream
about having an entire library to yourself, including
numerous study rooms, you can simply grab a
blanket and head there in the middle of the night.
It is almost a spiritual experience and security won’t
judge you for being in your pyjamas!

Student Life Logistics
Living on campus may sometimes feel like you are
secluded from the world. But consider the following:
Edinburgh city centre is just a short train, bus or
bike ride away. In addition, it is fairly cheap to stay
in the halls and you have your own bathroom. The
Residence Life team also makes sure you do not
get bored, from movie and pizza nights to various
trips to surrounding towns, there is something for
everyone.

Having touched upon the topic of staff, another
point needs to be made about the attitude I had
rarely encountered in the past. First days can be
exciting, a little scary but almost always stressful,
which in my case is mostly due to bureaucracy.
Carrying a bunch of paperwork neatly organised
in labelled folders and having memorised my
student number, I thought I was ready for anything
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study, or an action research project (i.e. a
reflection on the delivery of a small scale
cultural project).
We are constantly encouraged by the
programme leader David Stevenson to learn by
practice, to go and see things and then reflect.
We do learn a lot of theory but we are asked to
fulfil some practical tasks as well. For instance,
we have to create a budget for the Finance
module, and we keep a year-long portfolio of
reflections on observational visits to cultural
institutions and events, work experience,
and volunteering for the Arts management
in practice module.

often a struggle to understand the mumbling
bus driver or the elderly ladies who want to
discuss what a “braw day” we are having.

Michaela Zikmundová

The wonderful part of the programme
is that we work together, not against
each other.

15 minutes before and ends 15 minutes after
the start of the class. Apparently, the students
themselves asked for the monitoring, or so we
were told. Whether or not the students really
wanted this system, it is actually a perfect way
to motivate us to show up and do our work,
which is why we are all here after all.

It is all very overwhelming even for a person
who has studied at a postgraduate level before.
Some of us are part-time students who have
been working in the arts sector for many years,
others are more familiar with the strict and
straightforward world of academia and are
only just starting out. The wonderful part
of the programme is, however, that we work
together, not against each other. Once again,
the emphasis should be on the fact that we are
all here to learn.

Postgrad Studies

Remembering My Roots

Attending a postgraduate programme that only
lasts a year may seem like a marvellous idea
until you are met with the reality of doing the
same amount of work of a 2-year degree within
two terms. Luckily, at least the final project is
reserved for the three months after you are
done with your classes. For example, in my
programme, the final project can either be a
research project, a business plan, a feasibility

For those of you who are not familiar with
me and my previous academic focus – I was
mainly interested in the languages, varieties
and accents of Scotland. Even though I
practically abandoned my linguistics studies
at DEAS, I still find myself fascinated by the
local and international varieties I encounter on
a daily basis. To be honest, however, even after
years of studying the subject theoretically, it is
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(even if I was shaking). But I sure was not

prepared to meet with very helpful, calm and
accommodating staff. Everything I needed I
had sorted out in less than five minutes and for
the first time in my (more or less) adult life, I
was calmer when I left an office than when I
entered it.
Another way the university can help to make
you feel more relaxed and confident is by
assigning you a personal academic tutor (PAT).
They essentially provide guidance and give you
advice regarding your academic progress. They
will not, however, tell you what should the topic
of your next essay be, that is still up to you.
The last thing that most definitely needs to
be pointed out is the recording of attendance.
Before each class, students are required to
swipe in with their student card. There is only
a 30-minute window to do it, which starts

Copyright Zuzana Kovácsová

Michaela got her BA degree at DEAS
in 2015, her BA thesis was titled
The Language of Trainspotting. She
continued to study linguistics on a
Master’s level at the same department
but decided after a while to pursue
studies in a different field and a different
country. She is currently studying MA
Arts, Festival and Cultural Management
at Queen Margaret University in
Edinburgh. She is tired but she is trying
her best. She is a simple lass who likes
live music and dogs.
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Brexit: Post-Referendum
Sentiments
By Natália Poláková

In the last issue, Re: iews brought its readers detailed coverage of the Brexit campaign as an indecisive contest
between the ‚inners‘ and the ‚outers‘. The referendum, held on June 23 2016, turned out to be a surprising exercise
in democracy for Britain. Some 52 per cent voted to leave the European Union and steer the country toward a
new destination. Its captain has already hopped off the sinking ship and the new one has seized the wheel. Where
Britons are heading now, nobody exactly knows.
the government itself failed to foresee this political mess.
Shakespeare would probably say there is something rotten
in the state of Britain.
Cameron’s decision to hold an EU referendum to silence
the Tory Eurosceptic backbenchers2 as well as to secure
his popularity in the 2015 general elections led to this “illconceived” course of political events that may terminate a
43-year-old relationship with European nations. “These big
decisions”, which David Cameron entrusted to common
people. The result of the vote showed how bitterly Britain
was divided.
On June 23 almost three quarters of Britons went to the
ballot box signalling how important the EU question was
to the country. The turnout increased with age, where

approximately 65 per cent aged 25 to 54 voted, in contrast
to a remarkable 90 per cent of those aged 65 and over.
Moreover, the official referendum results, 48.1 per cent
for Remain against 51.9 per cent for Leave, conceal deeply
rooted differences within the electorate. Some 70 per cent of
Britons aged 24 and less voted to remain but the majority of
those aged 50 and over chose a completely different future.
The Financial Times points out that younger generations
should not feel “betrayed” by their older counterparts as
they did not vote in sufficient numbers. On the other hand,
CNN blames the low turnout among young people on a
failure of the Brexit information campaign and a general
lack of political education in Britain.
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suit did not help raise spirits either, especially after hearing
Farage confidently stating that he „did his bit” and achieved
his “political ambition”. He allegedly decided to take a break
but forgot to offer a post-Brexit plan to the fans he has
left in politically torn Britain. Two weeks after the vote,
“Bregret” (remorse after having voted for Leave), had
already become the state of mind for five per cent (24) of
Brexiteers3 - almost 1.2 million people. Were there a second
referendum, that very five per cent would swing the result.
In other words, “the Brexit heroes of yesterday are now the
sad heroes of today” as European Commissioner Juncker
ironically commented.

The Brexit outcome pleased neither Scotland nor
cosmopolitan London, where around 60 per cent of voters
voted for the remain camp. Paradoxically, the Leave vote
was the strongest in regions most economically intertwined
with the EU. For instance, the electorate in East Yorkshire
and Northern Lincolnshire, the northeast of England, 65
per cent voted to leave. Notably, 65 per cent of Labour
voters preferred to remain in the EU despite Labour leader
Jeremy Corbyn, a lifelong Eurosceptic, was running the
Remain campaign “only half-heartedly”.

To be more precise, the Brexit fantasy turned into a
horror for David Cameron. His voice trembled before
he finally announced Britain needed “fresh leadership”.
Surprisingly, prominent Eurosceptic and Leave campaign
leader Boris Johnson, who was the favourite to replace him,
withdrew from a Tory leadership bid when his fellow Leave
campaigner Michael Gove, the former justice secretary
and a close friend of Cameron’s, unexpectedly announced
that he was running for the top job. Even more surprising,
more than 80 Tory MPs supposedly signed the letter asking
Cameron to stay on. However, he did not listen.

A November survey shows that a third of the remain voters
are still “stuck in denial” and do not believe the UK really
wanted to leave the EU. Around 20 per cent are angry
and depressed about the result, respectively. Only five per
cent of optimists keep hoping Brexit may be averted. The
political turmoil and multiple resignations that followed

The whole political drama eventually resulted in appointing
Theresa May, the former home secretary, as the second
female Prime Minister in British history, which proved to
be quite refreshing in the same way Margaret Thatcher won
the 1979 elections. Both women emerged in the state of
crisis and both faced an uneasy European question. While

“Bregret”
Courtesy of yougov.co.uk

May vs Thatcher
Courtesy of yougov.co.uk

“The British people have voted to leave the European Union
and their will must be respected,” said David Cameron
in his resignation speech the day after Britons cast their
vote. On the same day, reality struck and many mystified
Britons found themselves googling the phrase “what is the
European Union?”. Many Brexit-weary citizens were also
searching for a passage to Canada. In the meantime, the
British pound tumbled to a 31-year low against the US
dollar and the Brexit panic virtually wiped two trillion
dollars off world stock markets. In the next few days,
Britain’s shadow cabinet1 suffered from a mass resignation
followed by Nigel Farage who stepped down as the UKIP
leader. Moreover, Europhile Scottish called for another
independence referendum and Northern Ireland began
questioning the peace treaty. While the Bank of England
predicted economic uncertainty in the months ahead,

Brexit
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Thatcher took over a slumped economy and disobedient
trade unions, May inherited a disunited and disillusioned
nation. Though Thatcher strengthened ties between the
UK and the EU, May has been ordered to cut the rope
entirely. Additionally, both prime ministers campaigned
to remain in the EU in the 1973 and 2015 referendums,
respectively.
Similarly, YouGov research concludes May’s public image
strikingly resembles the younger Thatcher in terms of
leadership abilities and personality. Some Independent
readers called her “Maggy May” and one particular reader
put it quite simply: “She’s a Tory, she’s a woman, she speaks
in somewhat posh accent and she carries a handbag. Why,
I do believe she’s the Blessed Maggie reincarnated!” On
the other hand, the German press welcomed a new Prime
Minister with headlines such as “The British Merkel” or
“England’s Angela Merkel”, arguing May appears like
a German-style Democrat rather than a Thatcherite.
Nevertheless, according to the latest Ipsos Mori opinion
polls, 48 per cent of Britons are satisfied with her and
nearly 70 per cent even view her as a capable leader, which

Brexit
makes May more popular than her predecessor David
Cameron during his entire time in office.
May assumed office in September, determined to invoke
Article 50, the formal mechanism for leaving the EU, by
the end of March. Immediately, she met with resistance
in the parliament that questioned her authority to trigger
formal EU withdrawal talks before MPs have been consulted.
However, May’s government does not see the parliamentary
vote necessary as it already has powers to begin the
negotiations predicted to take up to two years. In November
this year the disagreement was brought to the High Court
that ruled in favour of the parliament but the Supreme Court
is expected to hear the appeal in early December.
Whether in two years Britain will be able to unpick 43
years of treaties and resume (25) “a bold new positive
role” in the world is another question. The only thing that
can be done right now is to hope that Brexit will indeed
help Theresa May make Britain a “country that works
for everyone”, as she said in her first statement. To many
others, however, it seems a thorny road to peace.
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U.S. PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION
HANGOVER: AN EXPAT’S REFLECTION
By Aaron T. Walter

The 2016 U.S. presidential election is over. The post election period has begun. It is both a time of euphoria and
difficulty for Americans and their friends in Europe. As an American expat living in Europe I followed closely
the election, voted absentee, and in its aftermath now attempt to understand the result with one eye on the past
and another on the future. Was this a change election? A protest vote? What explains the election of the first
non-politician president of the United States? Admittedly, these are valid questions and perhaps it is necessary
for some historical context before I share a personal reflection and professional opinion.

Prime Minister Theresa May met with Jean-Claude Juncker, President of the European
Commission, following the October European Council meeting.
Photo: Crown Copyright, Credit: Tom Evans, flickr.com, CC BY-NC-ND 2.0

Presidential elections in the United States can be
defined according to several periods of political party
development. Each period experienced significant
changes. The First Party System existed, from 1792
until 1824, characterized the rapidly rising levels
of voter interest as observed in rallies, partisan
newspapers, voter turnout, and the high level of
personal party loyalty. This First Party System saw
the emergence of two major political parties.
Political, social, economic and cultural happenings
of the Jacksonian Era embodied what is known as
the Second Party System. The two parties were the
Democratic, led by Andrew Jackson, and the Whig, an

The truth is American presidential
campaigns are ugly and nasty long
affairs, filled with mudslinging,
scandals, push polling and occasionally,
outright fraud.
amalgamation of former National Republicans (Clay
faction), opponents of Jackson, and minor parties. The
Third Party System describes the history of American
political parties from 1854 until the mid-1890s with
the latter part better known as the Gilded Age. The new
Republican Party, also known as the Grand Old Party
(GOP), dominated the period. The period from 1896
to 1932, usually referred to as the Progressive Era, is
the Fourth Party System. In this period the continued
dominance of the Republican Party, except for the
eight years from 1912-1920 of the Woodrow Wilson
The Shadow Cabinet is the team of senior spokespeople chosen by the Leader of the Opposition to mirror the Cabinet in Government.
Backbenchers are MPs or members of the House of Lords that are neither government ministers nor opposition Shadow spokespeople.
The term used for the electorate that voted to leave the European Union including Eurosceptic politicians that participated in the Leave campaign
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administration, was the norm. Central domestic issues
that focused upon government regulation of railroads
and corporations, tariffs, the role of unions, child labor,
and women’s suffrage were all new. Additionally, issues
such as primary elections, direct election of senators
(replacing the old system that saw them elected from
state legislatures), racial segregation, efficiency in
government and immigration spurred debate and,
often, violent reaction. Furthermore, the period saw a
transformation from issues such as race and monetary
issues to the social and monetary issues that began
with the severe depression of 1893, the election of
1896, an assassination of a U.S. president in 1901,
the First World War and the beginning of the Great
Depression. In fact, it was the Great Depression that
produced a monumental realignment of the American
political landscape resulting in the Fifth Party System.
The so-called New Deal Coalition epitomized the
Fifth Party System; that era of national politics from
President Franklin D. Roosevelt’s 1932 New Deal
to the mid-1960s that saw new voting blocs and
interest groups emerge. From 1968 Republicans have
dominated the presidency with Democrats dominating
Congress. With social issues that included the Civil
Rights movement emerging from the 1960s and the
Vietnam War, divided government has become the
widely accepted standard. Republicans have now won
8 of the last 13 presidential elections from 1968 to
2016, with Democrats largely dominating Congress
for the decades of the 1970s and 1980s and from the
years 2006-2010 as examples. From the mid-1930s to
the early twenty-first century, specific ideologically
based groups and ethno-religious constituencies,
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organized labor, and urban machines have anchored
both political parties within the United States.
For U.S. presidential election campaigns there is a long
tradition of utilizing partisan media and describing
campaigns in the context of a crusade or a movement.
A crusade or movement contains emotional intensity.
Americans have been profoundly committed to the
principle of republicanism so wedding this principle
with the virtue of a crusade has had its benefits
as Democratic followers experienced in 1800 and
1828 and Republicans with slavery in 1856. Perhaps
the most striking example is William Jennings
Bryan’s 1896 crusade against the gold and monied

interests in the United States that he claimed were
responsible for depression, poverty and plutocracy.
It should not be surprising then that an effective way
to answer a political crusade is with not defending
the status quo, but launching a counter-crusade. An
interesting thought for modern political observers
of the 2012 and 2016 presidential elections with the
rise of populist politicians. The truth is American
presidential campaigns are ugly and nasty long affairs,
filled with mudslinging, scandals, push polling and
occasionally, outright fraud. Interestingly enough
during each cycle there is someone who addresses the
general unpleasantness and usually states categorically
that everyone—implied to mean the voters—are
thoroughly sick of politics. This itself infers a coming
change to the accepted behavior of the political
parties and candidates. However, within four years
the nastiness returns. This nastiness is what is being
experienced currently in this post-election hangover.
President-elect Donald Trump. A businessman widely
considered a joke by the professional media and
large portions of the United States; whose detestable
comments and personal behavior were excused by his

A Pew Research poll recently conducted and published
reports that partisanship in America is high, but more
distressing is the number. 52% and 46% respectively,
of Republicans and Democrats say that they don’t trust
or even like the other! Additionally, the media pundits,
polls, experts proved how wrong they were about
the election cycle and President-elect Trump. They
discredited themselves. The fourth estate has been laid
to waste and what remains in its gross purity are news
channels and websites for the opinionated partisan
mob. And that is troubling for me as an intellectual
and American citizen. While not naive or living in
an academic liberal bubble there is recognition that
vicious, outrageous and frequently ridiculous ploys for
votes, and slander against candidates have occurred
in every presidential election. But, still, the feel that
this election something truly was different persists.
In 2016, one candidate was cast as untrustworthy
while the other was branded both a bigot and a
racist. It is accepted that divisions within American
society are exposed, every four years, largely due
to the polarizing nature of the candidates. It is not
exclusive to Trump-Clinton just as it was not exclusive
to Romney-Obama or Nixon-Kennedy or WillkieRoosevelt or farther back to U.S. election contests of
1876, 1828 or 1800. In truth, very little has changed
since two centuries ago when attacks against Thomas
Jefferson and John Adams characterized the election
of 1800. From Jefferson’s Francophile interests to
Andrew Jackson’s marriage; Cleveland’s illegitimate
child and Theodore Roosevelt’s alleged drunkenness.
Past presidential elections inform the past, recent and
present. The standards, arguably if any existed, that

governed negative, dirty and nasty characterizations
of candidates by opponents have not been diminished.
Today the use of video and various digital platforms
to catch, report, and embarrass candidates is accepted.
However, with Donald Trump’s election and, if history
repeats in cycles, then I am deeply concerned that we
have returned to a loop of a century past.
In the immediate aftermath of the election, Europe’s
anti-establishment parties may feel that their time
has arrived. Populist leaders, who see themselves as
the only true representatives of the people, stand to

In the immediate aftermath of the
election, Europe’s anti-establishment
parties may feel that their time has
arrived.
gain more electoral success. Austria will hold a revote of its 2015 presidential election, in which FPÖ
politician Norbert Hofer stands a strong chance of
winning1. Parliamentary elections are scheduled for
March in the Netherlands, where Geert Wilders of the
radical anti-Islamist Freedom Party (PVV) is leading
in the polls. The French will vote for a new president
in April and May, and Marie Le Pen stands a good
chance of making it to the second round of voting as
the frontrunner. Lastly, Germans will hold Bundestag
elections in fall 2017.
As a political scientist I know that
crass outsiders can fundamentally
change both policies and politics
of a country. But, I wonder if
it is wise to replace decades of
undemocratic liberal policies
wit h p opu lism’s i l lib era l
democracy? And specifically with
President-elect Trump, protecting
American interests, while not
defending Western values is
very disconcerting. Already,
consternation exits within the
NATO member states of Baltic and
Eastern Europe. It was summarized
best when asked if, as president, he
1

Re:Views note: The article was written before this election took place.
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would offer aid to NATO allies attacked by Russia and
he remained noncommittal. This is very worrying.
President-elect Donald Trump enters the White House
in January 2017 as an enigma. It is apparent despite
the ideological label of the Republican Party, that he
is not conservative. He is also not neoconservative.
It also can be argued that he is not a neo-isolationist,
but neither a realist or idealist. His vague convictions
on foreign policy is a concern. Prior to the election,
Trump released few policy papers. His loyal aides and
adult children reflect a policy of loyalty rather than
policies of substance. Additionally, his agenda is rather
fluid, since it changes as does his mood. Therefore,
it is valid to openly contemplate what Trump might
bargain. Sanctions? NATO pledges?
A reduced U.S. role in the world, something Trump
has repeatedly emphasized, is to be fair, a course
that President Obama famously tried to accomplish.
But, this “lead from behind” approach has only been
moderately successful. With Trump wishing to move
away from traditional allies and perhaps move closer
to adversaries, abandoning certain American security
commitments, and advocating nuclear proliferation is
most worrying. But, can he actually influence foreign
policy?
Well, since American foreign policy is carried out
by vast institutions such as the Pentagon, State
Department and intelligence agencies to name a few,

Photo by Francisco Diez, Wikimedia Commons, CC BY 2.0

For U.S. presidential election
campaigns there is a long tradition of
utilizing partisan media and describing
campaigns in the context of a crusade
or a movement.

supporters, including large numbers of conservative
women. Though arguably more disturbing has been
the secondary consequences, such as the legitimization
of extremism, of hate, by groups and individuals that
is racist, sexist, xenophobic, and homophobic at their
core. Sociologists will have some answers. Economists
will have some answers. The media will attempt, in
vain, to explain and offer answers. And those of us
who are political scientists will try to explain also. As
a profession, it is our job. It is the responsible thing
to do after all. We got this election wrong. Still, how
extensive is the inaccuracy? And with additional
evidence and variables how might the profession
rebuild?
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Trump would have to staff them with thousands of
career officials more in line with his publicly declared
views. This is unlikely since at the moment he has only
a few like-minded advisors. The remaining positions
will be filled with Republican Party foreign policy
veterans. Such a group are exactly the people Trump
so acrimoniously broke with during the primaries of
spring 2016 and of whom many denounced him and his
policies. In other words, foreign policy bureaucracies

Nevertheless, it is what Trump says
and how he acts that in the short term
is more important.
steer presidents, rather than the reverse. By being
deliberately slow or with selective leaks, pressure
can be placed on the president (as Commander in
Chief) to act a certain way. Nevertheless, it is what
Trump says and how he acts that in the short term is
more important. And that is where allies and expats
have cause to worry. Belief in a strong military, yet
dismissive of military entanglement. Supporting
British exit from the European Union, support for
Israel, and sympathy with Russian president Vladimir
Putin is not a coherent worldview. Professionally,
Trump may be categorized as historian Walter Russell
Mead has: nationalist, populist, suspicious of the
outside world and willing to use force to beat it back.
Certain clues are gained from his announcements of
hiring Kansas Representative Mike Pompeo as CIA
director; retired Lieutenant General Michael Flynn
as national security adviser; Alabama Senator Jeff
Sessions as attorney general; Republican National
Committee chairman Reince Priebus as White House
chief of staff; and right-wing media mogul Steve
Bannon as White House chief strategist and senior
counselor. But with such names the duality between
pragmatists and populist ideologues are highlighted
and are not reassuring. Arguably, then the orthodoxies
of the post-World War II, U.S.-constructed liberal
international order have been upended, leading to the
potential for one of the most disruptive presidencies in
modern history. Evidence from the campaign points
to President-elect Trump as being a pragmatist with a
mercantilist instinct, and lest one forgets, a boundless

confidence in his ability to negotiate trade deals that
put “America First.” This means an approach that is
transactional and non-judgmental. And there is a
real feeling that he may encourage the very aggrieved
populism that delivered him into office.
Despite such personal and existential questions, there
remain certain points to stay positive and hopeful.
For example, campaigning for political office is very
different than actual governing. President-elect Trump
quite possibly will discover that many promises will
have to go unfulfilled. Also, the shadows of last
century’s horrors brought about by nationalism are
still felt, are more acute in Europe, than the United
States. So, while populist resentment may be a fitting
rhetorical tool to tap, it will be difficult to completely
disengage from the world and European alliances.
Finally, the youth of the United States and Europe are
more educated, diverse, open-minded and connected
(globally) than prior generations.
Dr. Aaron T. Walter
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In the Land of the Armed
By Jan Beneš

I don’t always receive emails inviting me to go to an
active shooter training, but when I do, I attend it.
(Un)fortunately, there are no actual guns or any
weapons involved in this kind of training; rather, it
is a dry presentation by the campus police at Texas
A&M, where I am currently studying, on how to act in
case of an active-shooter situation on campus. Rather
than being a hands-on practice session on how to
neutralize a threat, the seminar involves a brief, yet
effective presentation of a triad of strategic principles
in case of attack: run, hide, fight. Have an escape route,
evacuate regardless of others’ decision to stay behind
– that is the run part. Locking yourself in your office,
staying out of the shooter’s line of sight, barricading
the door, and spreading people around the room are
sound hiding strategies. Fighting back, though – that
is where the presentation turns into sobering reality.
During the Q&A at the end, where educators around
me ask how to protect not only themselves, but their
students from a potential, but all-too-real threat of an
active shooter on campus, the presenter acknowledges
that fighting back, and not coming out alive, might be
your only option. After all, as one of the Powerpoint
slides states: the aim is to prepare both mentally and
physically for what might come.
Ever since the Virginia Tech shooting in 2007 – and
subsequent shootings at Northern Illinois University
in 2008 and The University of Alabama in Huntsville
in 2010 – campus police departments across the US
have increased preparations and training for activeshooter situations. The campus PD here in College
Station organizes regular training sessions with the
local PD, the firefighters, the bomb squad, and other
units. With one of the largest student populations in
the country, the university also has its own emergency
notification system called Code Maroon, through
which the campus police can warn A&M students
through text messages and emails about criminal
activity on campus – ranging from stolen bikes and
wallets to sexual assault – and other noteworthy
dangers in the area such as, um, tornadoes. The
university and its PD provides frequent seminars on

active shooter situations, self-defense classes, and even
general advice on how to behave on campus in order
not to get arrested – since we have a dry campus here,
no alcohol is allowed, and neither is stealing bikes. But
guess what, apparently even professors sometimes
steal bikes here.
Starting in August 2016, however, the campus PD
has added one more type of seminar to its portfolio:
the one on campus carry. Let me explain. In Texas,
since 1995, people with a license to carry a concealed
handgun could do so in public, including on public
university campuses; or rather, per the university
website, in a public or private driveway, street,
sidewalk, parking lot, or garage on campus. With
the passage of Texas Senate Bill 11 in 2015, also
known as the Campus Carry Bill, people over the
age of 21 with license to carry – estimates say fewer
than 2% of student population at A&M – can bring
their concealed weapon anywhere on campus, except
for areas where it is prohibited by federal law or by
university rules. The law also prohibits university
presidents from establishing “provisions that generally
prohibit or have the effect of generally prohibiting
license holders from carrying concealed handguns
on campus.” The effect of the law, and its caveat to
university presidents, is that there are few places on
campus where people cannot carry a handgun: a lab

“Cocks not Glocks“ protests in Austin, TX; photo credit John Anderson/
Austin Chronicle.jpg
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or two, and a temple. Theoretically, campus carry with
few restrictions increases the risk of an active shooter
situation on campus. Finally, it also means that when
you take a test with your peers, some of them may be
armed. When I hold office hours, a student can come
in armed (I am not allowed to inquire whether the
student is armed or not). When there is a department
meeting, banquet for fellowship recipients, or a simple
study-group meeting somewhere on campus, there may
be armed people around you. They must not open carry
– that is have their weapon visible – but the handgun
can be holstered under, say, a transparent shirt or placed
in an open handbag. That still constitutes concealed
carry. Let that sink in.
The Lonestar State is only the last in a line of others
which allow campus carry: Oregon, Idaho, Utah,
Colorado, Kansas, Wisconsin, and Mississippi all
instituted campus carry for public universities before
2016. As could be expected, there was backlash in Texas
against this law. The A&M PD encourages students,
faculty, and staff to report any suspicious or illegal
activity regarding campus carry. The department also

US University Gun Laws
organized numerous aforementioned seminars in order
to dispel any misconceptions about what open carry
will mean. Oftentimes, staff and students in attendance
learned that campus carry only concerns concealed,
not open carry – which usually brought a sigh of relief
– and, also, that it will be very hard to prohibit people
from carrying their guns almost anywhere on campus
– which brought much grunting. The new law also
seems to have invigorated interest in active shooter
training, hence my attendance (I did hope for some
shooting-range practice, though, to be honest). And
it brought back memories of the 1966 University of
Texas shootings (there is a video of the shootings on
YouTube). Back then, Charles Whitman shot 49 people
on campus, 19 of which died.
With regard to the 50-year anniversary of the massacre,
some people were wary of Whitman’s copycats, while
others on UT campus in Austin simply thought that
guns do not really belong on university campuses.
The result was a wonderfully humorous protest by
UT students called “Cocks not Glocks,” during which
protesters carried dildos around campus in clear

“Cocks not Glocks“ protests in Austin, TX; photo credit John Anderson/Austin Chronicle.jpg
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defiance of another Texas law that might shock you: the
one that, you know, prohibits students from bringing
dildos on to campus. The protest did not only seek to
point out the cruel irony of the campus carry law coming
into effect on Whitman’s shooting’s anniversary, but also
the irony of the Texas state legislature perceiving sex
toys on campus to be more dangerous than handguns.
While distributing over 5,000 dildos and wielding
signs such as “Cock and Load” was in jest, the reality
is that Texas students now have to cope with the fact
that there are hundreds of students on their campuses,
including in the dormitories, food courts, classrooms,
and bathrooms, who carry guns. Indeed, many students
are fine with the law – after all, it merely strengthens
the coveted 2nd Amendment of the United States
Constitution. For me, however, it presents a cultural
shock, to say the least. While many see their handgun
as a deterrent against potential aggression, and as
necessary protection, some of my colleagues – women
and people of color – now wonder what it will be like
when a student unhappy with his/her grade shows up
to their office and is armed. They wonder what may

happen in the classroom when a heated discussion
starts over a controversial topic. The University of
Houston, for example, issued a memo to its faculty
warning them to think hard about what issues they
want to discuss in their courses since they may have to
deal with distressed and armed students. Fortunately,
Texas A&M has heard these grievances and worries,
and seeks to assist the teaching faculty in coping with
the new situation.
Personally, I hope I do not have to remember and use
any of the advice from the active shooter training in
practice. I also understand that campus carry serves to
protect the rights of those exercising their constitutional
right to bear arms. All in all, though, one thing remains
true for me: as of August, I have to get even more
mentally and physically ready for an active shooter
situation in this land of the armed.
The Re:Views team would like to thank John Anderson
for donating his pictures from the “Cocks not Glocks”
protests and the Austin Chronicle for granting their
permission to use these pictures.

“Cocks not Glocks“ protests in Austin, TX; photo credit John Anderson/Austin Chronicle
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The Importance
of Being a Pirate
By Zuzana Motalová

Recently while watching a cheesy pirate movie, I noticed something
that I thought was a little bizarre. The film itself was hardly important,
just your typical swashbuckling adventure, splashing with sails, sea,
treasure…and pirates, of course. But there was one thing which
intrigued me: the warning about copyright infringement before
the opening credits. The warning clearly stated that you should not
pirate the movie and that such piracy was illegal. It was weird –
watching a movie where pirates were the heroes after having been
warned about committing piracy!

Sailing Ship
Kelly Sikkema, Unsplash.com, public domain CC0
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The experience made me think about the whole topic of piracy from a different perspective, and to ask myself:
how exactly is the notion of pirates and piracy adapted for contemporary society? What is the first thing that
comes to mind is when the word pirate is mentioned? Is it the clichéd pirate from stories such as Captain Hook,
Long John Silver, or Jack Sparrow? Is it the drugged and heavily armed Somali sea bandit, floating with a group
of his comrades on a small motor boat somewhere in the Indian Ocean? Is it a person behind a computer monitor
who illegally copies movies and music files? Or is it the image of the infamous Jolly Roger – the black flag with
a white skull and crossbones?

The origin
The term pirate originates from the Greek noun
peiratēs, which comes from the verb peirein, meaning
“to attempt” and “attack”. The Oxford Dictionary
definition says that the word primarily addresses “a
person who attacks and robs ships at sea”. Additional
meanings are related to copyright issues and
unauthorized broadcasting. Although there are several
other terms usually offered as synonyms to pirate,
such as corsair, privateer, or buccaneer, none of these
corresponds with the word completely, as they are all
narrower terms.

The same organisation which flies the
Jolly Roger, uses the term pirates in
its negative connotation to define the
activity of their “enemies”.
The Jolly Roger serves as one of the most famous
symbols expressing the term pirate visually, but its
history is much shorter and less clear than the one of
the term itself. Historical sources dispute both its name
and design, but its origin can be traced to some time
between 1501 and 1700. Although there are a number
of theories, one explains the name as a deliberate
mispronunciation of the French term Joyeux Rouge
(Jolly Red), or Jolie Rouge (Beautiful Red) by English
pirates. According to Moravec1, the first Caribbean
pirates were French buccaneers and they preferred to
use a red flag. English pirates used the French name
for the flag and created the term Jolly Roger, which
not only referred to its history, but cleverly described
the design of the flag as well.
1
2

In contemporary society, both the Jolly Roger and
the term pirate have gained huge popularity and are
used for various purposes. It seems that the image of
the traditional pirate has been continuously idolized
and transformed to express ideas rather different
from those that can be found in historical records.

Eco-pirates
Let us remain on the seven seas but skip a few
centuries. Although flying the Jolly Roger on a
vessel is a controversial step, it is mostly done when
a ship is in a harbour and or in territorial waters.
The Jolly Roger is much less likely to be seen on a
ship sailing on what is called the “High Seas” where
international maritime law applies.2 Yet, as there
are always exceptions to a rule, vessels sailing under
the “Black flag” do indeed exist – and probably the
most famous example of that is the Sea Shepherd
Conservation Society, a non-profit organization
which is also sometimes labelled as an eco-pirate.
Established in 1977 in Vancouver (originally under
the name of the Earth Force Conservation Society)
by former Greenpeace activist Paul Watson, the
organization mainly focuses on maritime wildlife
protection, using an altered Jolly Roger as its logo.
However, the Jolly Roger design itself can hardly
be the most significant reason for the demeaning
nickname of eco-pirates.
The practice of calling ecological organizations active
at seas eco-pirates is common, whether referring
to Greenpeace or any other movement. Still, none
of them seem to behave like real pirates, as their
activities usually take the form of a simple protest
which involves circling another ship and displaying

Moravec Václav. Nejslavnější piráti: život Pod Vlajkou Rytířů štěstěny. Praha, Toužimský & Moravec, 2011.
To find any legislative proof of that is a task for complicated research, but for those interested, I suggest to look up internet debates on the theme.
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banners and flags. While it can be irritating and may
complicate maritime traffic, its impact is limited to
gaining publicity and there is definitely no violence
involved. Sea Shepherd, on the other hand, tends to
be proactive, and in a sense the label eco-pirates is
highly appropriate for them.
While verbal persuasion and on-shore protests serve
as the background for their activities, they are never
satisfied using such humble means and dedicate a lot
of their resources to actual physical confrontation at
sea. For this purpose, Sea Shepherd owns a very small
fleet of nine vessels called Neptune’s Navy which is
used for active protection of marine habitat around
the planet. And they tend to be extreme: from efforts
to spoil any goods on board targeted vessels, to much
more dangerous practices. A good example can be
seen in their campaigns in the Antarctic waters
where they regularly patrol with the purpose of
stopping Japanese whalers. As shown in the TVseries3, Sea Shepherd often use rather questionable
means to protect the whales, including practices
such as planting a rope in front of the targeted vessel
so it will tangle in the vessel’s propeller, making
it unmovable; or when a whale gets caught, they
try to cut the line connecting the harpoon to the
whaling ship. Of course, Japanese whalers have
continuously developed different strategies to protect
their interests from Sea Shepherd, and their defence
ranges from counterattacking with water cannons
and anti-piracy weapons to physical confrontations
with Sea Shepherds’ vessels. Consequently, several
of the activists’ boats and ships have been rendered
unseaworthy.
Since Sea Shepherd’s activity borders on the extreme,
it is hardly surprising that the whole organization
is often seen as highly controversial. They regularly
face lawsuits, their ships tend to get confiscated, and
their founder and CEO Paul Watson has repeatedly
been arrested in various countries. Yet, to be fair,
the organisation has, without doubt, contributed
significantly to the conservation of marine wildlife
and habitat, not only by raising international
awareness, but also by active protection of vulnerable
species. For example, in 1980 it managed to put a
stop to the whaling ship Sierra which had been
hunting whales in the Caribbean and, according
3
4

to Sea Shepherd, was “the world’s most ruthless
illegal whaling ship” and “was credited with
nearly destroying the humpback population in the
Caribbean”.4
The truth remains that Sea Shepherd is commonly
referred to as an eco-pirate and they accept the name.
They have also been called eco-terrorists, which they
rejected. However, for some reason eco-piracy, which
clearly connects them with criminal behaviour,
seems to trouble the organisation less given their
use of the Jolly Roger flag for promotional purposes.
At the same time however, Sea Shepherd labelled
the whaling ship Sierra as a pirate ship to emphasize
that the activities of the ship’s crew were immoral
and criminal. Clearly, there is a discrepancy in the
use of the term. Some organisations apparently
consider the word eco-pirates as somewhat positive,
while many others, including a significant number
of people from the general public, may see it as a
highly negative label linked with crime. In addition,
the same organisation which flies the Jolly Roger,
uses the term pirates in its negative connotation to
define the activity of their “enemies”.
In the legal meaning of the term, Sea Shepherd are
not pirates, as their ships officially sail under national
flags (i.e. U.S., U.K., Australia, and the Netherlands)
and although they often apparently struggle to
comply with the legislation of these countries, they
are not outlawed. In addition, they do not rob,
kidnap, torture, or kill people on targeted vessels.
Nevertheless, it seems that there is no consensus
among the general public as to whether they are
pirates in some way or not, and whether piracy is
positive or negative.

The Pirates of Words
Copyright law is another area where the term piracy is
used. According to the Oxford dictionary, additional
meaning for the word piracy is: “The unauthorized
use or reproduction of another’s work.”
Again, tracing the exact origin of this sense of the
word is rather difficult, if not impossible. The first
use of the term in literature is in Daniel Defoe’s

“Whale Wars TV Series,”. Magna, 2008.
Commercial whaling of the humpback whale has been banned since 1966; it is also the whale whose singing is most famous and has influenced the fight against whaling in general.
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Explanatory Note to the poem The True-born
Englishman (1703). He writes: “Had I wrote it for
the gain of the press, I should have been concerned
at its being printed again and again by pirates, as they
call them, and paragraph-men; but would they but
do it justice and print it true according to the copy,
they are welcome to sell it for a penny if they please.”
Humpback Whale
Sho Hatakeyama, Unsplash.com, public domain CC0

Not only does he clearly address the unauthorized
copy-makers of his poem as pirates, but he also
claims that they are called this by others. However,
it is interesting that he does not seem to mind the
apparent thievery of his work for illegal profit – instead
he shows discontent about the fact that the copies are
done poorly and contain mistakes. He encourages
them to continue if they could at least copy the text
correctly.
In 1886, the Berne Convention 5 was accepted
to govern copyright law within its signatory
countries6 and in the original text there are two
mentions which clearly define the act of copyright
infringement:

Pirates of Today
“In order that the authors of works protected by
the present Convention shall, in the absence of
proof to the contrary, be considered as such, and
be consequently admitted to institute proceedings
against pirates before the courts of the various
countries of the Union, it will be sufficient that
their name be indicated on the work in the
accustomed manner.”
and

of whom have agreed on one concept which could
be vaguely defined as the “freedom of the internet”.

“Pirated works may be seized on importation into
those countries of the Union where the original
work enjoys legal protection”
These texts show that referring to the act of violation
of copyright law as piracy has been part of the
English language for centuries. In contemporary
society, this has long expanded from Anglophone
culture to the rest of the world, and although the
Berne Convention no longer contains any reference
to the term pirates,7 for many people this notion of
the piracy is stronger than any other. Again, it is
supposed to work negatively for general public and
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Jolly Roger at Demonstration in Vienna 2007-06-07
Florian Pirschl, Wikimedia Commons, public domain CC0 1.0

the original meaning is indeed negative as it refers
to the thievery of intellectual property.
As the time went by, and new digital technology
appeared, new ideas have arisen, and with them a
new perception of piracy as well.

Pirate Parties
In 2006, a Swede named Rick Falkvinge, who was the
owner of the popular file-sharing website Pirate Bay,
decided that the issues related to the development
of the internet needed to be discussed in politics
at national levels. Therefore, he founded the first
Pirate Party in the world, Swedish Piratpartiet. The
main idea of this movement has been to cover the
issues of freedom of information, privacy protection
and other related topics. In other words, its purpose
has been to fight for people’s “digital rights”. The
belief in this kind of freedom has gained enough
popularity to inspire the rapid formation of other
Pirate Parties around the world. The United States
Pirate Party was founded in June 2006 by Brent
Allison and Alex English, Pirate Party Australia
was formed in 2008, and in July 2009, Great Britain
founded its own Pirate Party. In addition to the
establishment of Pirate Parties in various countries,
several international organizations have also been
created, such as Pirate Parties International and the
European Pirate Party. So, in just a few years, the
world has suddenly become filled with pirates, all

This definition may seem quite unclear, and provokes
more questions than it answers. But while there exists
certain consistency in opinions and goals of all the
world’s Pirate Parties, each of these political groups
follows specific ideals, and these ideals indeed differ
based on each individual party and its country of origin.
So, the notion of piracy in this sense has again shifted
to be a positive, although somewhat rebellious, fight
for freedom. That is a very important note in relation
to the contemporary perception of the word and pirate
symbolism in general.
Looking back through history, there is basically nothing
positive to say about “traditional” pirates. They may
deserve to be respected for their exceptional sea-faring
skills, but their behaviour was brutal and immoral and
they were simply a bunch of thieves and throat cutters.
Contemporary sea bandits, who attack ships around the
world and whose activity thus completely corresponds
with the original meaning of the term piracy, are no
better, although their activity may be influenced by
political issues in their territories. Hostile behaviour
of these criminals poses such a danger for maritime
traffic and commercial business that they are officially
outlawed by the international maritime law and hunted
by naval vessels of many countries. As piracy is the
official name for their criminal offense, they indeed
deserve to be seen as the “true” pirates of today.
Yet, so many social and political movements have
agreed to use a reference to these individuals to promote
such ideas as freedom of information and the protection
of marine mammals. It is as if the character of a pirate
has split into two specific characters: a good pirate and
a bad pirate. While the good rebellious pirates of 21st
century fly the Jolly Roger and seem to try to be at war
with the injustices of the world, the bad pirates are what
they always have been: a group of dangerous outlaws
whose main goal is simple – profit. The problem is that
there is no clear consensus as in who is the good one
and who is the bad one. When I recall the cheesy movie
and the warning about copyright infringement, I am led
to think that the sea-bandits are the heroes while those
who illegally copied a movie are the evilest villains. Legal
issues aside, such an idea seems somewhat bizarre.

Bern Convention, 1886. Proc. of Convention Concerning the Creation of An International Union for the Protection of Literary and Artistic Works. Oxford University Press.
Oxford University Press, 11 Sept. 2009. Web. 25 Nov. 2016.
6
Originally Belgium, France, Germany, Haiti, Italy, Liberia, Spain, Switzerland, Tunisia, and U.K.
7
Consequently the word has disappeared from official documents.
5
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Art Makes Us Stronger
By Anna Jílková and Michaela Medveďová

When trying to answer a simple question – what is art – one may come to realize that this question is, indeed,
very tricky. At least the search for the answer is. The definition varies from one person to another – what one
considers to be art someone else may see as trumpery, and vice versa. However, what can be agreed on is that
art comes in all shapes and sizes and can be found in the most common of things. We only need to open our eyes
and look for it.
Art was also on the minds of the organisers of the 57th
International Short Film Festival in Brno –BRNO 16
which took place on the 12th – 15th October. They decided
to dedicate the whole festival to the positive and enhancing
effects art can have on its audience, all comprised in a simple
motto: Art Makes Us Stronger.

did not take any impact from the words uttered by the
director Mirek Maixner and the art director Marika Kupková
to open the festival – a lengthy thank-you to all people (staff
or artists) involved in making the festival possible, and a
powerful statement about the art itself: “Art values are here
on their own; however, they need our help to be maintained.”

Story of this festival dates far back in history. As mentioned
above, year 2016 was already the 57th edition of this event
without skipping a single year. In the 60s when the festival
was just beginning, it was designated for 16mm formats only
(hence the name of the festival itself). In the 70s and 80s it
was extended both to 8mm and 35mm. And although it has
changed a lot since then, the festival has remained focused
on short films. “The only requirements today are the length
(no more than 30 minutes) and the fact that the film has to
be found interesting by the dramaturgical team,” commented
marketing manager of the festival Kristina Ketmanová.

There were 39 short films from 22 countries in the
competition, distributed into 11 sections. Each of them was
shown at least twice, so that every visitor could theoretically
get a chance to watch all of them. Apart from the competing
films, which varied significantly in their form and content,
there were six additional off-programme sections, which
mainly supported the festival’s main theme and motto –
most notably STRENGTH IN ART! focused on the stories
of Czechoslovak artists and monuments, and ART MAKES
US STRONGER – IDENTITY & TRAUMA.

Let’s now have a look at the way the events were following
one another:
The first evening was planned to commence with an
opening ceremony in the big hall. However, this intention
was thwarted by undoubtedly the biggest star of the fourday event – Chuck Palahniuk. The author, most famous for
his novel The Fight Club, who was present for his author
reading, accidentally delayed the whole event by half an
hour – courtesy of Czech highways traditionally full of traffic
accidents which prevented him from arriving on time along
with the never-ending interest of his fans during a book
signing which prevented him from leaving on time.
The opening ceremony thus took place in a very informal
setting – the hallway, already crowded with the audience,
jury, and organisers. The not-so-dignified venue, however,

The competition was judged by a professional international
jury. It consisted of film researchers and teachers, directors,
writers, and other influential people. Additionally, there
was a special jury – Student Jury consisting of six students
from Czech, Slovak, Romanian, Belgian, and American
universities. These people all decided on the final winners.
All of the films presented at the festival were unique in their
own sense, however, there were some which simply stood
out:
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impression that the audience is not watching a piece of fiction
but a true story of a boy who could be anyone. In only 24
minutes, Yusuf ’s character is particularly well-developed
– the viewer can see his kindness in small acts but also a
childlike disinterest in changing his situation. He is a normal
teenager, concerned only with his affection for his beautiful
neighbour. Her proposal for meeting is the turning point in
which the film abandons the set course of immigration issue
and surprises the audience with a comic twist. The viewers
laugh at the misunderstandings happening on screen, but
the end is bittersweet – we watch Yusuf take charge of his
own life but lose some of his goodness and inexperience.

family runs over a statue of Saint Mary standing in front of a
convent. The nuns try to help them in spite of their religious
differences, but their religious practices are, in fact, the real
problem. The nuns, observing a vow of silence, clash with
the Israeli family, for whom the Shabbat has just begun. The
film handles a delicate topic with ease, entertains without
offending, and mocks impractical values and habits without
being ignorant and intolerant. Ave Maria – after 15 minutes
of twists and situational comedy – arrives at a beautiful
ending void of pathos, which shows that no matter what
our differences are, superficial boundaries are worth being
broken in order to help another human being.

Language and its importance underline the whole story
– either on the basic plot-level, with language having the
power to ruin what seemed like young love, or on the level
of society, with language being the core reason for a life in
bad conditions, or for being an outsider. The director of the
movie, Emre Kayis, who was present for the after-screening
discussion, said his focus is always on the outsiders. For
this particular film, which is his graduation project, he got
inspiration from Istanbul – a city, where there are many
Syrian people living at the moment – from a particular
establishment where he was a regular. “There was this 17year old boy there and he went on about the things he could
do if he only knew the language,” said Kayis.

Fear (2015, Slovakia) – the story of a young apprentice who,
in the midst of his own peer problems, witnesses a violent
attack on a night bus and tapes it on his phone – stands out
thanks to its brilliant gradation. The film brings believable
tension and suspense into an ordinary story and works with
it brilliantly. It portrays an average teenage boy with unusual
struggles. He, being a teenager, tries to deal with them on his
own, not being able or willing to let his emotions and panic
on to the surface. The audience can feel the climactic horror
of the boy who, paradoxically, continues to lead his everyday
life. This contrast is one of the sources of the movie’s appeal,
the other one being the raw lifelikeness of the setting and
authentic dialogue of the characters.

The very beginning of Ave Maria (2015, Palestinian
Territory), a short film which received an Oscar nomination,
already indicates that the story is going to be full of comic
scenes as well as ironic and poignant dialogues: it presents
a true cultural clash as well as literal crash. A Jewish Israeli

One of the 6 films that were awarded an honourable mention
by the festival’s jury was Lookout (2016, Israel), which was
awarded for an outstanding and smart screenplay which,
according to the festival’s website, “link the real and the
imaginary world” in an original way. It is a perfect summary

Translator (2014, Great Britain) is a coming-of-age story of
Yusuf, a young Syrian refugee, living in bad neighbourhood
of a Turkish town. The film offers a harsh reality of the rough
conditions Yusuf, his family, and his peers live in. The story
is strengthened by the absence of music throughout most
of the film, even during the credits, with the exception of
real-life tunes which are part of the story – this gives the
The official poster of the 57th International Short Film Festival in Brno.
Photo Courtesy of BRNO 16 Archive
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of the charming yet haunting film. It is a story of a
young girl doing her military service – currently on
the lookout for possible threats posed to soldiers.
From early on, she is presented as quirky and
detached, and so is the service. The threat of war is
imminent, yet it is presented more like a videogame
than reality. The girl spends her life in her own
fantasy world full of lights, colours and imagination,
and seems unable to understand the gravity of the
situation she is in. The most beautiful scene of the
18-minute film is the one in which she imagines the
other girls in her squad as puppets being controlled
both by the army – literally – and by the rules of
the outside world – metaphorically. However, after
a tragic plot twist, the scene is repeated once again,
just with the girl herself this time. She ends up
standardized, normalized, controlled. The ending
implies a very strong anti-war idea – that war is
destructive and malign, that it takes not only lives
but also spirits and ideals, and that no matter the
outcome, no one makes it out alive.
With Inferno (2016, Canada), the question of what
exactly art is arises once again. It is a story about
erotic dancers set in a nightclub, and thus it – in
its essence – touches the issue of the boundaries
of art, as many of them feel like this particular
kind of performance is beyond them. However, the
film’s take on the provocative visuals is subtle and
very aesthetic. The most impressive feature is the
cinematography – the 13-minute project is shot with
no or very few cuts and the long, sort of dragged out
scenes are beautiful. As far as the plot of the film is
concerned, the story is presented from a different,
fresh perspective – it lacks the usual glorification of
the girls’ occupation and unveils the risks involved.
With the sudden, bloody twist at the end, there is
the need to come back to the question asked before,
and that is whether some things – explicit gore, in
this case – can be still counted as art.

Ave Maria. Photo Courtesy of BRNO 16 Archive
Fear. Photo Courtesy of BRNO 16 Archive
Forest of Echoes. Photo Courtesy of BRNO 16 Archive
Leshy. Photo Courtesy of BRNO 16 Archive
Trunk. Photo Courtesy of BRNO 16 Archive

One of the most intriguing sections presented at the
festival was Bloody Asia which comprised of seven
short films. As the overall title suggests, viewers
with sensitive stomachs would be, of course, warmly
welcome to the screening, but they probably would
not be very content. It presented several interesting
stories which had the power to entertain or sadden
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instantly, and often contained violence, as well as
an immense amount of creativity and innovation.
Trunk (2013, South Korea) perfectly sets the mood
of the whole section with a well-balanced mixture
of suspense, gore, and humour – the combination
which can be used to describe most of these
films. Chainsaw Maid (2007, Japan) and Himiko
The Godslayer vs. The Daemon Legion of Azure
Dragons (2015, Japan) primarily catch interest of
the audience through the simple fashion they were
shot in – plasticine zombies in the former and
amateur, cosplay-like action in the latter. However,
despite the lack of complexity in appearance, they
are far more satisfying than a number of big-budget
Hollywood action productions. It is the ultra-short,
2-minute film Papapa (2016, Taiwan) which will
most likely stay in the memory of the viewers – quite
unexpected combination of sex, cosplay, and nature
left the audience in tears of laughter. However, the
true gem of this section comes just before the end
– Keep Going (2015, South Korea) is a wonderfully
touching post-apocalyptic vision which, by pointing
at the issue of genocide and xenophobia, tugged at
the heartstrings of the audience. Even though the
film is bloody, violent, and full of action, it is also
incredibly gentle on top of that all. The ending once
again leaves the audience in tears, but this time, they
are of the sad kind.
A fairy tale and a horror in one, that is Leshy (2015,
Czech Republic). Lesapán (as it is called in Czech)
was the only Czech nominee in the film contest. It
tells a story of a forest monster that is preventing
unwanted visitors from going to its wooded area. The
story of an ordinary family – a father and daughter
– is from the very beginning connected to the one
with Leshy. The father works as a gamekeeper and
it often happens that he leaves his daughter at home
on her own and goes out to check the forest. During
one such a night, she meets Leshy who comes to visit.
The director of Leshy, Pavel Soukup, created this film
as his graduation work. Thus, it was mostly funded
by his university. Soukup and the other creators – e.g.
screenwriter Petr Koubek – have been interested in
folklore for couple of years. And they put all their
experiences together to create this amazing work.
The atmosphere is rather dark and the end of the

Our Legacy. Photo Courtesy of BRNO 16 Archive
A Night in Tokoriki. Photo Courtesy of BRNO 16 Archive
Lookout. Photo Courtesy of BRNO 16 Archive
Terrier. Photo Courtesy of BRNO 16 Archive
Translator. Photo Courtesy of BRNO 16 Archive
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story tragic. These two characteristics show a link
to Karel Jaromír Erben and his ballads. Formally,
it is a very advanced film which does not let the
audience relax for a single moment.
Our Legacy (2015, France) and Leshy are two films
played after 10pm and dedicated to 18+ audience.
But both of them for a completely different
reason. Whereas Leshy was a dramatic horror
film, Our Legacy is a film with porn elements that
tells the story of a young French couple. At the
first glance, it seems as a casual love story which,
however, evolves into something slightly less
romantic. As the plot unfolds, it turns out that
the father of the main male character works in
the porn industry and shoots videos with young
ladies. The boy knows about it and the viewer can
feel his internal struggle with keeping it secret
on the one hand and with himself so as not to
become the same person on the other hand.
Unlike Leshy, this movie has a happy ending and
so the boy decides to leave all his roots behind
and gets back to his girlfriend.

B16 Film Festival
Jonathan Vinel and Caroline Poggy are credited in
Our Legacy. All in all, this shot takes 24 minutes.
24 minutes means 20 minutes of nude shots.
The plot is strongly reduced and the audience
is exposed to an uncountable number of female
nude photos and videos presenting the father’s
work. But despite all this, spectators still may
receive the message of true love.
Although only some of the films were discussed,
there were definitely many more of them which
deserve to be mentioned, especially those that
won in various categories. The main award went
to German Ozan Mermer and his film Terrier.
The audience awarded the Romanian film A Night
in Tokoriki, and the student jury gave their votes
to Maria Luz Olivares Capelle and her film Forest
of Echoes. Additionally, there were six more films
awarded by the honourable mentions for their
exceptional features.
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of the next year will be Family. The system of
the competition will remain the same, and so
will the traditional sections such as archive and
amateur films, national cinematography or short
Czech films,” concluded Kristina Ketmanová.
Hopefully this tradition will last long and keep
gathering all interested movie-goers and great
film-makers at a single spot, which is not huge,
but is nice and cozy.

Sources used
Official website of the festival
Facebook page

Anna Jílková

Michaela Medvěďová

The 58 th year of this festival is expected to take
place on October 11 th – 14 th 2017. “The topic

Michaela is a second-year BA student
of English Language and Literature
and Media Studies and Journalism.
She is passionate about watching and
discussing films of various genres and
quality – except for horror movies, for
which she is too much a coward. She
always roots for the villain – especially
an attractive one. Reading books
wherever possible, her favourite reading
spot is her bed. Her love for Harry
Potter began at the age of 5, and she
will never let go. She considers herself
an expert in fan theories and celebrity
gossip, enjoys philosophical debates
and discussions about politics, and is
always ready to give a speech about
supporting the LGBT+ community. If
she believed in hell she would definitely
end up there because of her dark sense
of humour. In her opinion napping and
eating are the biggest pleasures one can
experience in life. Her love for pandas
is unconditional.
The opening ceremony. Photo Courtesy of Michaela Dvořáková for BRNO 16

Anna joined Re:Views as a secondyear BA student of English Language
and Literature combined with Media
Studies and Journalism. But not even
two majors are enough for her so she
actively participates on many afterschool activities. She teaches small
children English, is a member of an
international student organization,
spends time with seniors and every
week she has her own talk show on a
student radio station. And of course,
she writes for the Re:Views Magazine.
Apart from all those apparent hobbies
as literature and languages – as those are
the subjects of her studies – she is also
very much into sports and travelling.
She loves both friends and Friends - she
just can’t decide which of them more.
She doesn’t like those getting-to-know
activities when you tell others your
characteristics based on the letters of
your first name. The fact that her name
consists basically of two letters only
may be the reason. But if/since you are
asking, she is attractive and admirable.
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He Will Most Certainly Not Be Fine:
Please Like Me as a Millennial’s
Adaptation of Contemporary Australia
By Tereza Walsbergerová

Chuck Palahniuk is not by far the only one who realises that being in one’s twenties can be extremely tough.
In fact, there is one comedian in Australia who based his entire livelihood on this notion and even created a TV
show around it. Josh Thomas’ Please Like Me is about a young Melburnian named Josh who has to take care
of his bipolar mother while struggling with being perpetually single, awkward, and generally lethargic. Having
developed from Thomas’ stand-up routine of the same name, the show contains the lightness of the stand-up genre
combined with raw honesty of a social drama – a fusion that sets the show up for instant success which has not
quite yet reached mainstream audiences outside Australia. This article’s goal is to not only introduce and review
Please Like Me for the Re:Views reader, but to also possibly get the reader to (please) like Please Like Me.

Classic Coming-of-Age Story?
Based solely on the fact that the monologue spoken by the
twenty-one-year-old Josh (Josh Thomas) which opens the
entire show contains over hundred-and-thirty words and
only takes about half a minute, it would be easy to assume
that Please Like Me is just another fast-paced dialogueheavy comedy about millennials for millennials. And in
many ways, it is. That said, behind every piece of fast-paced
dialogue and pop-cultural reference is a deeper meaning
connected to some kind of issue that is a crucial part of life
for any twenty-something-year-old.
Moreover, virtually none of those issues are all that funny at
second glance. Josh’s awkward and uncomfortable laughter as
he tries to explain to his love interest Geoffrey (Wade Briggs)
that “studying a Bachelor of Creative Industries” is really not
that interesting, his bittersweet questioning of “someone that
good-looking” being “into him”, or his petulant bickering
with the hospital nurse over whether his mother should or
should not be having a headache after attempting to commit
suicide by taking “quite a bit of Panadol” (“Rhubarb and
Custard”) are good examples of such cases.
Furthermore, although the show certainly teaches the
audience what every other coming-of-age show written
in the past decade had – that being different trumps being
ordinary – Thomas’s progressive characterizations also teach

the audience that being different is a) not necessarily a win,
and b) actually quite normal. In fact, it is quite difficult to
find a character that could be called ordinary on Please Like
Me. Even those characters which seem to exude normalcy
at first, such as Dad (David Roberts) or Geoffrey, are soon
revealed to be just as “weird” as everybody else.

Gender Roles and Sexuality
The allusion that Please Like Me is a show centred mainly
around issues connected to homosexuality and homophobia
is dashed quite fast when the audience learns that while
Josh might not be entirely all right with being gay at first,
he really does not want to dwell on it – his actual words are
“I just can’t be bothered.” (“Portuguese Custard Tarts”). In a
2015 interview with Vanity Fair, Thomas admits that people
often list being gay as Josh’s main characteristic. “But it’s not
really a characterization—it’s just, I’m gay. And I just do
that all the time. I never thought it was interesting, I never
felt like we were crusading or anything. I just didn’t really
have a choice.”
With this in mind, it can also be said that Please Like Me is
one of the shows that break new ground by having a main
character who just happens to be queer. That said, considering
the fact that LGBTQ+ debate is still a current topic in
Australian politics (Thomas himself is an advocate for gay
marriage in Australia), and taking into account various
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gender stereotypes connected to Australia as a nation, all
issues related to gender and sexuality in Please Like Me
should at least be taken into consideration.
Nothing on this show fits neatly in a box, which may unnerve
some audience members, but once one becomes accustomed
to this fluid idea of the world, it actually starts to feel more
natural and realistic. For example, while the character of Dad
may seem like the epitome of the modern “aussie bloke” at
first – complete with hyper-masculine mannerisms, jeansand-shirt dress code, and obnoxious sports car – it soon
becomes clear that he is actually overcompensating for
his lack of what he perceives as masculinity. As the show
progresses and Dad’s character develops, he becomes
increasingly more in-touch with his emotional side, which
results in such scenes as the one in which he clutches Josh’s
labradoodle John and openly cries as Josh’s boyfriend Arnold
sings “Chandelier” by Sia to him in “Simple Carbohydrates”.
In relation to his own son’s sexuality, Dad is certainly not
entirely on board at first. While never hostile towards Josh, he
is quick to list various gay-related stereotypes and nonsense
statistics to Josh in reaction to his coming-out: “I’ve decided
I’m fine with it. After all, it’s probably my fault. I didn’t play
enough sports with you when you were kid.”, “A homosexual
man is thirty-times more likely to get AIDS.”, or “Some
fathers would punch you for this. I’m a pretty good dad.”
(“French Toast”).
Josh Thomas
Eva Rinaldi, Wikimedia Commons, CC BY-SA 2.0

Please Like Me is one of the shows that
break new ground by having a main
character who just happens to be queer.
Similarly, the character of Aunty Peg (Judi Farr) is seemingly
dead set against the mere idea of homosexuality or genderfluidity at first. She questions the shape of Josh’s body, even
asking about the size of his testicles at one point in order to
find the answer to why her step-grandson is so effeminate.
However, in what is perhaps the most heart-warming scene
of the show (apparently inspired by a real moment from
Thomas’ life), Peg speaks up in church after a priest gives a
homophobic speech during a sermon and actually stands
up for Josh: “This is my Josh. He is a homosexual. And I love
him. Which is what God would want. And if it isn’t what
God would want, then He or She can stick it!” (“Portuguese
Custard Tarts”)

Love, Sex, and Relationships
Considering that Josh’s first ever sexual encounter with
another man ends with him bleeding into that man’s mouth,
it is not very hard to guess the overall theme of Josh’s lovelife – awkwardness. In fact, all portrayals of love, sex, and
relationships on the show can be summed up as awkward,
honest, and painfully realistic. No relationship seems to last
more than two seasons of the show, nearly every character
in a relationship secretly resents their partner while not
wanting to break up because they fear being single, the topic
of divorce is stripped of its stigma, and “love” seems to be
just a way to overcome loneliness.
That said, Please Like Me is by no means a loveless show.
While during the first two seasons, Josh seems to over-
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with networks and producers: “We’ve got quite rigid
censorship. We can’t show bums or boobs. But within
that, I really try to get away with whatever we can without
freaking out the censor.”

Generally speaking, all sexual encounters on Please Like
Me are portrayed in this manner, though they are not as
sweet as this one. In fact, the not-so-sweet sexual scenes,
including dark angry sex between Tom (Thomas Ward)
and his season two girlfriend Jenny (Charlotte Nicdao)
or weird outdoor sex between Mum and a fellow patient
from her psychiatric institution Stuart (Bob Franklin),
can appear even more explicit. The show is also not shy
about the topic of STDs. In his interview with Vanity Fair,
Thomas admits that such things can become difficult

This support and understanding already becomes
prominent in the very first episode when Tom is driving
Josh to the hospital to see his mother after her suicide
attempt, which also happens to be the morning after
Josh’s first sexual experience with a man. The light yet
meaningful exchange of words between the two boys
(quite clearly inspired by the real-life friendship between
Thomas and Ward) is a prime example of how best friends
can communicate on a “meta-level” while having a
seemingly casual conversation on the surface. In fact,

Friendship
While relationships are certainly a fundamental part
of the Please Like Me universe, friendship never takes
backseat on the show. Although it may seem at first that
Tom is nothing more than Josh’s brooding live-in sidekick, their mutual support and deep understanding of
each other quickly overshadows any doubts about the
importance of their relationship in relation to not only
Josh’s character, but the show as whole.

the way Tom’s childlike sulky nature resonates with Josh’s
pragmatic yet caring personality can be considered the
very backbone of Please Like Me. “Every party, we just end
up standing alone together, not talking to other people.
Why do we bother?” (“Ham”)
Similarly, although Claire (Caitlin Stasey) starts out in
the position of a mere “plot-tool” when she forces Josh
to face up to his homosexuality by breaking up with him,
she soon becomes his other best friend and confidant. The
whole trio then embarks on adventures to dance clubs,
awkward dinner parties, and one truly unforgettable highschool production of A Midsummer Night’s Dream in a
manner that would put any other fictional trios, including
J. K. Rowling’s Golden Trio, to shame.

Breaking of Taboos
After Claire returns from her brief stay in Berlin in season
three, she is finally given more space in the script. Her
abortion storyline is one of several crucial taboo-breaking
moments on the show. In an interview with Time.com,
Thomas admits that he was hesitant about including it
in the recent season: “I have a few female friends who
really wanted me to do an abortion storyline and were
frustrated that it’s not on television more. I really wanted

to do it, but I was scared because it wasn’t something I
had experienced.”
When it comes to the show’s portrayal of women in
general, Please Like Me offers way more nuance than Lena
Dunham’s Girls, which is surprising considering both
its creator and its lead is a white man. The character of
Mae (Renee Lim), Dad’s girlfriend, in particular deserves
recognition as an example of a well-characterised woman
of colour who manages to break stereotypes about Asian
women with a couple of well-aimed glares and several
witty comebacks: “I am very sorry for speaking out of
turn, sir. I was momentarily distracted by my uterus and
forgot my manners.” (“Portuguese Custard Tarts”) She too
gets her own storyline in season three when the authors
decide to connect the topic of infidelity with the topic of
sexual fetish by having Mae cheat on Dad with a stranger
she meets on a pregnancy fetish website (thus killing a
stereotype and a taboo with one stone).

Mental Health Issues
Another Please Like Me woman who is worth highlighting
is the character of Hannah (Hannah Gadsby), whom
Josh meets in Mum’s psychiatric institution. While she
has not been yet fully developed as a character and the

Stigma
Marie. L., Flickr, CC BY 2.0

Melbourne, Australia
Wimkantona, Pixabay, CC0 1.0

idealise men by appreciating them on very superficial
levels, he turns out to be quite the romantic after his
current boyfriend Arnold (Keegan Joyce) manages to
slowly peel away his layers of fake bravado, sarcasm, and
bitterness. This leads to what is perhaps one of the most
tastefully-shot yet realistic love scenes on contemporary
television in episode “Eggplant”, when Josh and Arnold
have sex for the first time in an empty warehouse under
fairy lights. Of course, Josh does not forget to comment
on the cheesiness of Arnold’s set-up, even teasingly
breaking into Six Pence None the Richer’s “Kiss Me” as
they undress. The sex itself is portrayed in a frank and
positive manner – complete with tearing of a condom
wrapper and opening a bottle of lube on the camera –
which is quite an achievement for a show that is aired on
network television.
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research after this occurs, though. Only one season
later, he manages to talk Arnold down from an anxiety
attack in the confined space of a ferris wheel capsule in
“Champagne” by having him calculate the chance of Josh
meeting someone, falling in love with that person, and
having that person love him back – which both distracts
Arnold from his attack and reminds him of how much
Josh cares about him.

Every episode of Please Like Me is named after a dish prepared in that episode. (e.g. 1x3
“Portuguese Custard Tarts”).
cegoh, Pixabay, CC0 1.0

audience does not have much information about her life,
she is a crucial part of what is perhaps the main topic of
the entire show – mental health issues.

The above-average frequency of
pop culture references in the show’s
dialogue keeps the stories fresh.
According to Thomas’ interview with Time.com, the most
difficult part of writing about mentally ill characters
is “rejecting the typical narrative of mental illness on
television. His characters don’t magically get better or
worse as the season progresses, and in fact, some of them
are still dealing with the same struggles from a season
or two ago.” This, again, is a testimony to the painfully
realistic nature of Please Like Me.
Besides the “officially” mentally ill characters on the
show (Hannah, Mum, Ginger, Arnold, and Stuart), the
show is also peppered with allusions to various other
mental health issues, which are not necessarily specified
or diagnosed. Tom, for instance, can often be seen in
situations that very much resemble someone suffering

from depression. For example, he spends the entire
second half of season two in bed or bathtub listening
to sad songs. Of course, given the fact that Tom’s main
character-traits are broodiness and sulkiness, it is difficult
to determine where his “angsty teenage boy” persona ends
and a possible mental illness begins.
Something similar can be observed when it comes to
Josh himself, however it soon becomes clear that he is
there to provide outsider’s point of view for the audience
rather than being the subject of the topic of mental
illness. Given that amongst the aforementioned people
are Josh’s mother, his boyfriend, and his best friend, it
soon becomes clear that he is going to have to not only
deal with this predicament, but more importantly to learn
how to accommodate his loved ones without triggering
an episode or being constantly terrified they might hurt
or kill themselves.
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In a similar manner, Josh learns to accommodate his
mother, who after two unsuccessful attempts at taking her
own life in season one moves to a private psychiatric clinic
where she struggles to come to terms with her bipolar
disorder. After an episode in which her roommate Ginger
kills herself in their room, Josh takes Mum on a hike to
the Australian outdoors to help her cope with her death
in “Scroggin”, which is to this day the most critically
acclaimed episode of the show (having won several
AACTA Awards, Australian Writers’ Guild Award, and
Australian Directors’ Guild Award). The overall fusion of
palpable heaviness attached to the topic of mental illness
and the incredible lightness of the often improper humour
shown in this episode is then what gives the entire show
its typical bittersweet tone that seems to resonate so well
with millennials.

Contemporary Study of (Australian)
Society
Ultimately, Please Like Me excels at portraying members of
minorities to be just as “imperfect” as anyone else in relation
to socio-political correctness; queer people can be racist,
people of colour can be ableist1 and/or homophobic, and

mentally ill people can be all of the above. Whether they
can get away with it is another story, naturally. However,
all of this certainly helps keep the show contemporary,
especially to all the other millennials who are too at
this time struggling with the same mistakes, questions,
and decisions as Josh. Additionally, the above-average
frequency of pop culture references in the show’s dialogue
keeps the stories fresh – a trick which works for many
shows currently appearing on the more prolific American

It is quite difficult to find a character
that could be called ordinary.
television, including the CW’s musical show Crazy Ex
Girlfriend, or the recently-revived cult show Gilmore Girls.
Additionally, they give the show more of a global feel rather
than specifically Australian feel, which makes it appear
more timeless while at the same time representing the
millennial view of society.
That said, Please Like Me is certainly not a show just for
millennials. Whether the audience enjoys Arnold singing
“Chandelier” to Dad, the whole gang belting out “Someone
Like You” by Adele at the dinner table before they eat Adele
the rooster, Arnold apologising to Josh by re-enacting a
scene from Love, Actually, or Josh singing and dancing to
“I’ll Be Fine” by Clairy Browne & The Bangin’ Rackettes
while cooking a meal at the beginning of each episode,
there is something for everyone. More importantly, despite
the lyrics of the title song, as long as Please Like Me remains
on the air, Josh will most certainly not be fine. And that
is just as well since it means that the show will have more
stories to tell for a long time to come.

Re:Views Verdict: 95%
Name: Please Like Me (2013–present)
Country: Australia
Running time: 6 x 28mins (s1); 10 x 25 mins (s2); 10 x 25 mins (s3)*
Starring: Josh Thomas, Thomas Ward, Caitlin Stasey, Debra Lawrance, David Roberts, Renee Lim, Keegan Joyce,
Wade Briggs
Official website
IMDb profile
Available on ABC Television, DVD, Amazon Prime, and Hulu and Netflix.
*season 4 premiered in November 2016

At the beginning of their relationship, Josh certainly
does not know how to deal with Arnold’s anxiety,
probably because of its irrational nature which he does
not quite understand. In episode “Margherita”, Arnold
suffers an anxiety attack on a beach which turns out
to be partly Josh’s fault and which, for a while, breaks
up their relationship. Josh clearly manages to do some
1

ableism: discrimination or prejudice against individuals with disabilities

